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Abstract

This report describes Salvo, a three-dimensional seismic-imaging software for
complex geologies. Regions of complex geology, such as overthrusts and salt struc-
tures, can cause difficulties for many seismic-imaging algorithms used in production
today. The paraxial wave equation and finite-difference methods used within Salvo
can produce high-quality seismic images in these difficult regions. However this
approach comes with higher computational costs which have been too expensive
for standard production. Salvo uses improved numerical algorithms and methods,
along with parallel computing, to produce high-quality images and to reduce the
computational and the data input/output (1/0) costs.

This report documents the numerical algorithms implemented for the paraxial
wave equation, including absorbing boundary conditions, phase corrections, imag-
ing conditions, phase encoding, and reduced-source migration. This report also
describes 1/0 algorithms for large seismic data sets and images and parallelization
methods used to obtain high efficiencies for both the computations and the 1/0
of seismic data sets. Finally, this report describes the required steps to compile,
port and optimize the Salvo software, and describes the validation data sets used
to help verify a working copy of Salvo.
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Salvo has successfully met the project goals of (1) demonstrating the com-
putational feasibility of finite-difference, prestack depth migration algorithms, (2)
developing a code which is scalable, easily portable to high-performance computers
and is validated on synthetic and real-world data sets, and (3) developing tech-
niques for the management of large scale 1/0 and data sets on massively parallel
processing computers. The project partners incorporating the Salvo algorithms
into their own seismic processing environments, and the selection of Salvo as a
1999 R&D 100 winner further indicates the success and usefulness of this software
and project.
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1 Getting Started Quickly with Salvo

This section is for those wishing to get Salvo up and running quickly. Information
on code optimization and performance are provided in Section 5. Salvo is dis-
tributed through Sandia National Laboratories, but the code is copyrighted and
currently under partnership agreement; David Womble or Curtis Ober should be
contacted for information on the availability of Salvo.

David Womble
Applied Mathematics
Sandia National Laboratories
P.O. BOX5800, MS 1110
Albuquerque, NM 87185-1110
(505) 845-7471
dewombl@cs.sandia. gov
http: //www.cs.sandia.gov/~dewombl

Curtis Ober
Parallel Computational Science
Sandia National Laboratories
P.O. BOX5800, MS 1111
Albuquerque, NM 87185-1111 “
(505) 8441846
ccober@cs.sandia. gov
http: //www.cs.sandia.gov/~ccober

Salvo utilizes the MPI library for communication, so the user must have a
version of MPI on their platform. Most vendors provide an optimized version of
the MPI library, but if the vendor does not provide a version of the MPI library
then a publicly available version can be substituted. The recommended public
MPI libraiy is MPICH, which is distributed by Argonne National Laboratories.
MPICH can be down loaded horn h-ttp://www.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/index.html or via
anonymous FTP at fip.mcs. anl.gov under /pub/mpi/mpich.tar.Z.

1.1 Installation and Compilation of Salvo

The following is a list of the necessary steps to install and compile Salvo. These
steps will produce a working version of Salvo on the desired platform. However,
information is provided in Section 5 on compiling and porting Salvo to obtain better
performance or for different capabilities, such as, various FFT libraries, boundary
conditions, and compact finite-difference coefficients. A precompiled executable
is provided for the Intel Paragon, and is located at salvo/bin/salvo.paragon. To
produce an executable for your platform:

1. Copy the Salvo software distribution, salvo.tar.gz, to the desired directory
location. After decompressing, ‘ungzip salvo.tar.gz’, and extracting from tar,
‘tar zvj salvo.tar’, a Salvo directory will be present with all the distribution
files.

2. Change directory to the Salvo source code directory, ‘cd salvo/src’, to begin
the compilation.

3. Set the environment variable, TARGET, to the environment file of the desired
platform using the command, ‘setenv TARGET platform’. Environment files
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provided with the Sdvodistribution can be found intheentironments di-
rectory, ‘1s environment/*. env’ (e.g., generic. env, sgi. env, paragon. env). To
set the TARGET variable for the SGI platform use ‘setenv TARGET sgi’
(omitting the .env extension). Descriptions of the environment files are given
in the README file in the environments directory. If an exact match is not
found, begin initially with the generic settings, ‘setenv TARGET generic’.

4. Create the Salvo executable by typing ‘make’. If a problem occurs at this
point, it is likely the inability to find compilers (C and Fortran are required),
and libraries (Wm. a, MPI, etc.) Consult with the local system administra-
tor for the locations of these pieces of software. Once Salvo is successfully
compiled, the Salvo executable, salvo, should be located in the Salvo binary
directory, salvo/bin.

5. Compile the Salvo utilities in salvo/utils directory. These utilities are briefly
described in Section 5.1, and provide several useful functions for processing
data sets with Salvo. This step is optional and is completely independent
of the Salvo imaging code. The utilities can be compiled for one of sev-
eral architectures. The available architectures can be determined by typing
‘make’ in the utils directory. Initially a generic compilation is suggested,
‘make generic’. The utility binaries are placed in the saJvo\bindirectory.

1.2 Running a Test Problem with Salvo

Once an executable of Salvo is generated, the validation’ problems provided in
the directory satvo\Validation_ Suite can be used to test the new executable. Of
the several problems included, a 24 shot subset of the Marmousi model [30][31]
are a good initial test. This two-dimensionaI problem is in the directory, Jlar-
mousi2i_ Prestack_ Freq. The Salvo parameter input deck, test.prm, is located in
the Alarmousi2i_ Prestack_, Freq/prms directory. This input deck can be passed
to Salvo as a command line argument, ‘salvo test.prm’, or by standard input, ‘salvo
< test.prm’. If the MPICH version of the MPI library is used, the user can launch
the test job with the command ‘mpirun -npl salvo test.prm.’ The protocol for
launching MPI jobs may differ for various MPI Iibraries and parallel platforms, so
the user should determine the appropriate method on their system.

The output from this run is test.job, test.ace, and the standard output to the
screen. The file test.job contains the job name, the number of processors, and the
compute runtime. The file will be. created in the parameter directory. The image
file is test. acc and is created in the lklarmousi2i_ Prestack_ Freq/images directory.
The image, test.ace, is stored in the accumulation file format which is described in
Appendix C.2. The data printed to standard output contains information on the
input deck, runtime status, and performance of the run. If changes to the input
deck or Salvo executable are desired, the user should refer to the Salvo User’s
Guide, Section 5.
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Figure 1: Postscript image of Marmousi model using 24 shots.

1.3 Checking Test Problem Output

The output image file, Marmousi24_Prestack_ Freq/images/test.ace, should be
checked for accuracy. The user can compare the output image, test. ace, with the
reference image included in the distribution, Marmousi24_ Prestack_ Freq/images/
.Rejerence/ref_ image. ace, using the Salvo utility compare (i. e., compare test. acc
Reference/ref_ image. ace). The relative norms calculated by the utility should be
close to machine precision. A postscript image, images/-Reference/ref_ image.ps.gz,
is provided for visual comparison and is displayed in Figure 1.”
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2 Overview of Salvo

2 OVERVIEW OF SALVO

Salvo is a seismic imaging software developed under the Department of Energy’s
Advanced Computational Techriology Initiative (ACTI) project entitled, “3-D Seis-
mic Imaging of Complex Geologies: Remote and Rapid Processing of Terabyte
Data Sets.” ACTI’s goals attempted to foster technology transfer between the
national laboratories and the oil and gas industry.

This particular project focuses on the reduction of risks and costs associated
with domestic oil and gas exploration through fast and accurate imaging of complex
geologies, such as thrusts in mountainous regions and salt structures in the Gulf
of Mexico. Current production algorithms used today by many companies are
schemes known as Kirchhoff methods. These methods are sufficient so long as the
geology remains relatively simple and smooth. However new oil and gas prospects
are increasingly in regions of complex geology. Imaging these structures can be
computationally expensive. Data sets can be terabytes in size, and the processing
time can take weeks, even with the massively parallel computers available today.
To reduce these computational costs, this project developed a parallel seismic-
imaging algorithm, Salvo.

The initial goals of the project were to develop (1) a scalable, finite-difference,
prestack depth migration algorithm, (2) an algorithm which is easily portable to
high-performance computers and is validated on synthetic and real-world data sets,
(3) techniques for the management of large-scale 1/0 and data sets on massively
parallel computers, (4) a remote seismic processing environment, and (5) a com-
mercialization plan and cost analysis for the migration method. However due to
funding restrictions, the last two goals have been reduced in scope from the initial
plans.

Salvo is an implicit finite-difference frequency-space (}z) migration algorithm
of the paraxial acoustic wave equation. Approximations are used to estimate the
square-root operator, and the method of fractional steps is used to produce efi-
cient tridiagonal solves. These methods produce a highly efficient algorithm which
obtains 30T0to 50% of theoretical peak performance on most architectures. Addi-
tionally, Salvo is a parallel algorithm, and partitions the 1/0 and computational
workload to decrease the overall runtime.

Salvo can migrate two- or three-dimensional, poststack or prestack seismic data
sets. Conventional land, marine or ocean bottom cable surveys have been migrated
using shot and receiver gathers. Because Salvo is a depth migration algorithm, it
also requires an acoustic velocity model of the migration volume.

Implicit finite-difference (~-z) migration methods are computationally more ex-
pensive than Kirchhoff methods but provide higher quality images in complex
geologies. Salvo, a shot-record migration, can exploit the acquisition geometry
over a Kirchhoff method, a per-trace migration method. The computational costs
associated with Kirchhoff methods are dependent on the number of traces. While
for shot-record migrations, the computational costs are dependent on the number
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(a) StreamerAcquisition (b) OBC Acquisition

Figure 2: Images of the SEG/EAGE Salt model using data sets collected by (a)
conventional streamer and (b) ocean bottom cable (OBC) acquisition geometries.

of shots, which in turn is dependent on the acquisition geometry. If more traces
can be acquired per shot, a shot-record migration method will reduce its compu-
tational costs relative to the trace migration method. Therefore going from two-
to three-dimensional data sets, Salvo will gain relative to Kirchhoff methods, since
there will be more traces per shot. This is also true for ocean bottom cable (OBC)
and vertical cable data versus conventional streamer data, because again there are
more traces per shot.

As an example, two data sets collected over the SEG/EAGE Salt model were
migrated with Salvo. The resulting images are shown in Figure 2. These images
are very similar. However there are two major differences in the generation of
these images: the acquisition geometry and the computational costs. The classical
streamer acquisition is horn the Phase-C classic datasets (C3) of the SEG/EAGE
3D Modeling effort. This data contains approximately 2400 shots for the C3-WA
dataset with each shot hating approximately 800 traces. The ocean bottom cable
(OBC) acquisition is a selection of shots from the forward modeling effort, con-
taining 45 shots with each shot having 40,000 traces. However the computational
costs associated with each geometry are not ss similar as the images. The cost
per shot is nearly equal for both the C3 and the OBC datasets, since they use the
same migration volume. Therefore the C3-WA image costs about 50 times more
than the OBC image based on the sheer number of shots (migrations). Thus the
costs associated with Salvo may be reduced by using acquisition geometries which
provide more traces per shot and still obtain high quality images.

The remainder of this document contains information on Salvo internal work-
ings and how to run Salvo. For those in a rush, Section 1, Getting Started
Quickly with Salvo provides the basic steps to get SaIvo up and running. Ad-
ditional information on compiling, testing, porting and optimizing Salvo for your
system is given in Section 5, Salvo User’s, Guide. Included in this section are
descriptions of the input and output data, along with code limitations and assump-
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tions.
Sections 3 and 4 describe the migration and 1/0 algorithms, and provide details

on the underlying implementations. To help identi~, pieces of code within Salvo
with the discussions in the sections, footnotes are included. Each footnote specifies
the filename(s) and routine(s) which relate to the current topic. Additionally to
illustrate the capabilities of Salvo and allow the user to validate their copy of Salvo,
Section 6 has several validation problems. These include the Marmousi model and
the SEG/EAGE Salt model. Finally several appendices are included and provide
additional documentation.

One question that is commonly asked is what does Salvo stand for? It stands for
nothing; it’s a name. When this ACTI project was first beginning, the definition
of salvo was found – a discharge of a number of pieces of artillery or small arms in
regular succession or at the same time ~>arallel processing?”) either as a salute
or, especially in naval battles, as a broadside [33]. A seismic survey is a regular
series of “shots” over a domain of interest. The match seemed apparent and the
name stuck.
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3 Migration Algorithm

Migration is the process of correctly placing reflectors in the earth’s interior. The
term “migrate” comes from the fact that simple stacking incorrectly places reflect-
ing layers. By applying an.algorithm to improve the reflectors placement, one has
migrated the reflector to its ‘[correct” location. Thus these algorithms have been
termed migration algorithms. In the following section, a basic overview of the
migration method used within Salvo is presented. More detailed information on
the migration algorithm for those wishing to understand the details is included in
the appendices.

3.1 Governing Equations

To model wave propagation within the earth’s interior, the scalar wave equation

(3.1)

Here V(Z, g, z) is the acoustic velocity of the medium, and P(z, g, z, t) is the pres-
sure wavefield. Data collected at the surface, P(z, g, O,t), will be downward prop-
agated to illuminate reflectors within the subsurface. The scalar wave equation,
Eq. (3.1), is time consuming to solve. The solution time can be reduced by trans-
forming the hyperbolic equation in time to a parabolic equation in depth through
the partial approximation [8, p. 54]. The reduction in runtime is basically depen-
dent on the number of time steps for the wave equation solution, and the number
of frequencies migrated for the paraxial solution, holding the problem size and the
solution method (i. e., computational speed) constant. The partial wave equation
is

(3.2)

and P is now a function of (z, g, z, u). The positive and negative signs correspond
to upcoming and downgoing wavefields respectively. Surface pressure is used as
an initial condition to solve the parabolic equation down to the next depth level.
Hundreds of partial equations, Eq. (3.2), are solved; one for every frequency, w,
to be included in the solution.

The square-root operator of the paraxial wave equation is difficult to esti-
mate numerically. Therefore, this operator is approximated by an optimized series
which originates from a continued-fraction expansion [8, p. 84] [34, p. 513]. The
continued-fraction expansion can be represented by ratios of polynomials [21], and
the polynomial coefficients can be optimized for propagation angle [19]. With these
approximations, the partial wave equation can be written as

(3.3)
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where
V2 & V2 &

s=sz+sg=-J~+—— ~2 @29

and crl and ~1 are the expansion coefficients derived by Lee and Suh [19]. These
coefficients are listed in Appendix B.1 for reference. Commonly one term of the
series is retained (m = 1), and propagation angles up to 65 degrees can be accu-
rately determined. For the remainder of this discussion m is assumed to be unity,
but expansions with m = 1,..., 5 are implemented within Salvo. These additional
terms in the expansion are handled by the same methods described below.

A consequence of the square-root approximation is that evanescent energy (i. e.,
waves that do not satisfy the dispersion relationship) is migrated within the solu-
tion. This energy produces artifacts that can cause difficulty interpreting seismic
images. The impulse problem should produce a semi-circle (see Figure 10 on p. 35),
but because of the square-root approximation, the 45 degree equation will produce
a cardioid (similar to the two-dimensional poststack image without phase correc-
tion shown in Table 4 on p. 97) where the evanescent waves have looped back to
the center of the image. A good discussion of this problem is provided by Bunks
[7]. In Section 3.3, methods to correct this difficulty are presented.

To solve Eq. (3.3) with a finite-difference technique directly requires solving a
banded matrix. The size of this matrix is on the order of iV2 x iV2 where iV is the
number of grid points in either the z or y directions. Clearly, a direct solution of
such a large matrix is prohibitive. To reduce the computational cost, each term in
Eq. (3.3) is solved separately by the method of fractional steps [12]. For instance,
the first equation (and term)

3P .
— =&P
az v

(3.4)

has the exact solution P(z, y, z+Az, u) = P(z, g, z, w) exp[+ (iw/v) Az]. This first
term is the thin-lens terml and corresponds to a 5 degree equation (i. e., images
reflectors up to 5 degrees of dip). The second equation is given by

3P iw (2!1s
—=*—
az

P.
v 1+/31s

Solving Eq. (3.5) is still computationally intensive.

(3.5)

To reduce this expense, an-
other operator separation is applied in the z and g directions [5] so that efficient
tridiagonal soIves can be performed via the Thomas aIgorithm [121. To convert the
operator, S, to a linear combination of S2 and S9, Eq. (3.5) is written

8P .
= *F

[

al Sz
+

(2!1Sy
+

1

–20!@&zsv– Q@;(szs’zs~ + SXSJ$) p

z v 1 + /3~s. 1 + /31sg (1+ AS)(1 + AS.)(1 + M,)
(3.6)

1Subroutine:thin_lens;File thin_lens.F
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or, dropping cross-product terms because of their difficulty to compute,

aP *E

[

Cqsz

1

msy p

z= v 1 + p~s.
+

1 + /31sy -
(3.7)

These neglected terms are compensated for later by the phase correction filters.
Theoperatorsin Eq. (3.7) areonce agtinsplit bythemethod of fractional steps,
and solved in sequence

8P iw cqsz
—=*—
az

P and ~ =&~l~~SyP.
v 1+ /31sz

(3.8)

These two terms are the z and y diffraction terms2 and details of their discretiza-”
tion with finite differences are shown in Appendix B.2. The method of fractional
steps (MOFS) is very similar to the methods of approximate factorization (AF)
or alternating direction implicit (ADI) schemes, where the z and y directions are
separated to produce tridiagonal systems of equations. The MOFS o-nly-requires
one evaluation of the right-hand-side terms while ADI schemes require two eval-
uations of the right-hand side. Also, the MOFS scheme for the partial wave
equation only requires one level of storage (nz x ny) for the wavefield rather th~
two as generally required for AF and ADI schemes. Thus to maintain low memory
requirements, the MOFS is the method of choice. A brief discussion of operator-
splitting methods is presented in Appendix B.3. After applying operator splitting
and approximations, the partial wave equation reduces to a split wave equation,

aP -

[

cqsz
—=*: 1+

1

C@y p

az
+

1 + PIJ% . 1 + plsy “
(3.9)

The method of fractional steps can be shown to be equivalent to the ADI scheme
if the operators, (iu/v)~lSZ/(l + DISZ) and (iu/v)~lSV/(l + OISY), in Eqs. (3.8)
commute and a term of order AZ2 is neglected.

3.2 Boundary Conditions

To complete the tridiagonal solves associated with Eqs. (3.8), boundary conditions
are required. Within Salvo five types of boundary conditions (BCS) have been
implemented: zero-value Dirichlet BC, zero-slope Neumann BC, Clayton and En-
gquist absorbing boundary conditions (ABCS) [9], University of Texas at Dallas’
ABC, and Liyang Xu’s ABC. These can be specified by the compiler flag, -DBCS=n
(see Section 5.2.2 for details). The first two boundary conditions have the property
of being perfect reflectors, which can cause unwanted artifacts. However these two

2Subroutine:&f&act;file: difYra.ct.F
ssubrout~~: piPe_s~g]e,pipe start, pipe_middle, pipe_return; Files: PiPe–s~gle.F,

pipe_start.F,pipe_middle.F,pipe_~eturn.F
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boundary conditions are useful for debugging and stability purposes. Not all of the
15,45, 65,80,87 and 90 degree equations implemented within Salvo are compatible
with all boundary conditions (see stability considerations on Section 3.5.1). Finite-
difference approximations of the implemented boundary conditions are presented
in Appendix B.4.

3.2.1 Clayton and Engquist’s Absorbing Boundary Condition

Clayton and Engquist’s B3 boundary condition [9] is the most robust at absorbing
incident waves of those presented and is included within Salvo. In the Fourier
domain, this absorbing boundary condition is

(3.10)

where

{

+1 upcoming wavesSw=
{

+1 right hand boundaries
–1 downgoing waves ‘

Slr=
–1 left hand boundaries

and ab, bb and cb are determined by matching the hyperbola of Eq. (3.10) to the
dispersion relation, k:+ k;+ k; = LJ2/V2,for each quadrant. These coefficients are

ab=l,bb=l~dcz)=2– fi/2 = 0.845299462, when Eq. (3.10) is solved using
the points (kZ,kz) =(0, sww/v), (sWsz~w/v, O), (sw S1.w/2v, Sw&/2v). Thus
the equation to be approximated is

.8P v 82P .dP—— —— ‘abzp –
‘w t 82 ‘1” Cbu8Z6’Z = v

Sw S[r bb%—
ax “

The University of Texas at Dabs’ ABCS are similar, but use a suggestion from
Clayton and Engquist that ab can be zero for retarded coordinates. One difficulty
with this approach is the determination of the coefficients. UT-Dallas suggests the
following tuned empirical vahIeS: bb= 1.15 and cb = –0.22.

3.2.2 Xu’s Absorbing Boundary Condition

Another set of boundary conditions were developed by Liyang Xu, a University
of New Mexico student. The basic idea of this development is to determine an
approximate equation for the exact boundary conditions to the diffraction equa-
tions, Eqs. (3.8). By matching the asymptotic properties of these exact boundary
conditions, Xu found the following absorbing BC equation

where c1 = 402, cz = 196, C3= 402, and C4= 371. Note that the coefficients of
the differential equation are dependent on al and ~1 which are the expansion co-
efficients for the square-root operator in Eqs. (3.8). Thus this absorbing boundary
condition uses the expansion coefficients to better eliminate reflected energy.
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3.2.3 Perfectly Matched Layer4

Berenger [4] introduced a novel “sponge layer” which found wide use in electro-
magnetic modeling as an absorbing boundary. This sponge layer is known as the
Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) because its impedance matches that of the adja-
cent medium (in the continuous case), resulting in a complete lack of reflections
when energy enters the PML. While this technique was introduced for models gov-
erned by Maxwell’s equations, other fields have made use of it including geophysics
for the paraxial wave equation.

Collino [10] showed that the PML can be interpreted as a change of variable in
the complex plane. The change of variable results in a simple modification of the
differential operator

a ‘iW a

%+ iu + a(z) z“

Applying the above to itself gives the corresponding modification for the second
partial derivative

The above transformations introduce the parameter O(Z) which controls the
attenuation of energy propagating in the x direction. The above transformations
have no effect where O(Z) = Oand energy propagates as ifit were outside the PML.
If O(Z) >0, the above substitutions result in attenuation of energy propagating
parallel to the z axis.

Before applying Eq. (3.12) to the partial equation, it is useful to apply ~/c9x
to the expression in the parenthesis. The right hand side of Eq. (3.12) becomes

(3.13)

We now need expressions for the ~o-(z) and O(Z) terms in Eq. (3.13). In the
continuous case, a(z) can be a step function without causing reflections. This does
not hold for the discrete case. To avoid creating reflections, the value of O(Z) is
increased smoothly. A common approach is to make C(Z) proportional to the pth
power of distance into the PML. Let the PML region begin at the grid point m.

which has coordinate Z. = moAz. For z > Zo, the value of O(Z) is

(7(X) = Oo(z – ZO)P= coAzp(m – mo)p where m > mo. (3.14)
x=mAz

O. is a constant greater than or equal to O. For Salvo’s implementation of PML,
the abso~tion increases quadratically (i. e., p = 2).

4Thkisectionwasimplementedanddocumentedby MikeHolzrichter.
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(a) Xu’s absorbingBCS (b) PML audXu’s absorbingBCS

Figure 3: Impulse response of Salvo (a) with Xu’s absorbing boundary conditions,
and (b) with PML and Xu’s absorbing boundary conditions.

Expression Eq. (3.13) has a term of the form SO(Z). When O(Z) varies with
distance into the PML according to Eq. (3.14), the derivative of O(Z) at x~ > Z.
is simply

go(x)
P= OOpAxp–~(m – mo)p-l =

Ax(m – mo) ‘mzzrnAz . .
(3.15)

where ~m = ~(~m). Equations (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) provide the foundations
for Salvo’s implementation of PML. Further details on the discretization and im-
plementation of Salvo’s PML is presented in Appendix B.5.

Results from Salvo’s PML are illustrated using an impulse example. Two images
were made. The first was produced using Salvo’s default Liyang Xu absorbing
boundary condition. The second image is identical except for a sixteen grid point
thick PML region on the left and right sides.

Figure 3(a) shows that while Xu’s absorbing BCS absorbed most of the en-
ergy, a small but visible amount of energy is reflected back into the interior of
the migration domain. Figure 3(b) illustrates the action of the PML. The PML
attenuates energy both before and after it gets reflected from the boundary. PML
significantly decreases the reflected energy in the interior of the migration region.

3.3 Phase Correction

To correct for the neglected cross terms in Eq. (3.6) and for other approximations
used during the development of the split wave equation, Eq. (3.9), two phase-
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correction filters have been implemented within Salvo; the Li filter [20] and the
Graves and Clayton filter [15]. Both filters ian be used, but each has different
characteristics and parallel implementations. The Li filter attempts to compen-
sate for all the errors between the paraxial wave equation, Eq. (3.2), (assuming
v = v(z)) and the split wave equation, Eq. (3.9). The Li filter has been imple-
mented only for frequency parallelism; spatial parallelism would require parallel
two-dimensional FFTs. The Graves and Clayton filter can be used with both fre-
quency and spatial parallelism, however it only attempts to compensate for phase
errors associated with the neglected cross-product term in Eq. (3.6). The user
should carefully select the filter for their migration.

I

3.3.1 Li Filter5

To correct for the phase errors, Li [20] formed an error operator, l?, which is the dif-
ference between the operators of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9), and attempts to compensate
for all the errors between them,

[

m

-E=m–
Oqsx

~+gl+plsx

cqsy
+

1~ + ppsy “

Applying the error operator to the wavefield, P,

8P

[1
~E P,

% = v.(z)

the errors introduced by the approximations can be partially corrected, and the
evanescent energy removed. In the expression above, v~(z) is the average acoustic
velocity in any depth plane. The solution to this equation is P(z, y, z + Az, U) =
P(x, y, z, w) exp[E (iti/va) Az] and is applied as an additional step in the method
of fractional steps. If the acoustic velocity ‘is only a function of depth, v = v(z),
(i. e,, a layered medium), the Li filter exactly corrects for the approximation errors
resulting from the difference between Eqs. (3.2) and (3.9), which include the square-
root approximation, the operator splitting, and numerical dispersion.

The basic implementation of the Li filter requires a two-dimensional Fourier
transform to the frequency-wavenumber (~-k) domain, P(kz, kg,Z, u), and apply
the phase correction in the f-k domain. Inverse Fourier transforms are then needed
to return to the frequency-space domain, where the thin-lens and diffraction terms
can be applied. Additional details are presented in Li [20].

3.3.2 Graves and Clayton Filter6

The Graves and Clayton filter [15] also corrects for errors associated with the
cross-product term neglected in Eq. (3.6). Neglecting these cross terms introduces

‘Subroutines:filter li, pha.se_correction;File: iilter_li.F
GSubroutines: filt=r_gaves, f_tridag, f_pipe_*; Files: f31ter_~aves.F,f_tridag.F,

f_pipe_*.F

I
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which is maximum along the lines g = +%. Graves and Clayton
the cross-product term with

–aa~p~szsv – C@;(szfwg + W’YSY) ~ _ + 2Q@l&sy
*

(1+ AS)(1 + A%)(1 + My)

and produced a phase-correction equation

3P

z= [ 1–+2;C@ps.sy P.

The cross-product operator, SZSV, is computed using a cascade of second-order
filters. To apply this filter requires a total of 8 tridiagonal solves. This is four times
more than as needed for the migration of the wavefield, P. However the number
of operations required to generate the tridiagonal coefficients for the Graves and
Clayton filter is fewer than for the migration of the wavefield. This phase correction
operator is an additiond step in the sequence of the MOFS solves. In the current
implementation of Salvo, only one term of continued-fraction expansion (m = 1
in Eq. (3.3)) has been implemented for the Graves and Clayton filter. The finite-
difference approximations and the appropriate boundary conditions are discussed
in Appendix B.6.

3.4 Imaging Conditions

Once the wavefields have been computed, an imaging condition must be applied
to compute the migrated image. To help understand the imaging condition, it
is useful to inspect an analytic solution to the impulse response problem.8 This
problem assumes that an impulse occurs at the center of a hemispherical reflector at
t = O. The downgoing wave reflects off the hemisphere and the reflected upgoing
wave coalesces to the point of ignition. Using the results of Appendix B.7, the
following expressions for the wavefields in two and three dimensions, respectively,
can be written

and

P~(r, 6, w) =
A(u) cos(0) exp *iwr

2rwr [1
y {=pwl}

where r and 0 are polar coordinates, and A(iw) is the amplitude spectrum of the
seismic trace. The top sign of + or + applies to upward traveling waves, receiver
wavefield, and the bottom sign applies to downward traveling waves, source wave-
field. The first term in each of these expressions is the amplitude spectrum, A(w),

7Subroutineimag~File image.F
8Thisdevelopmentis takenfromnotesprovidedby LouisRomero.
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modified by a geometric spreading (1/fi or I/r) and a directional dependence
factor, cos 0. The second term is simply a time shift term related to the migra-
tion process. The last term in curly braces is a phase function which changes the
shape of the original wavelet. This wavefield, P, is obtained through the normal
migration process, thus the geometric spreading, directional dependence and phase
function factors are all part of the wavefield before the imaging condition is applied.

3.4.1 Poststack Imaging

Poststack migration has been routinely used for inexpensive migrations and the
development of velocity models. To provide this capability, a poststack imaging
condition has been included within Salvo. The imaging condition used for post-
stack migration uses the exploding reflector concept. By halving the velocity field
magnitude, the receiver wavefield is downward propagated and the real component
of the wavefield at t = Ois examined to determine the reflector position,

[.II=?R ~
-m .%~]&o=@TAj (3.16)

where I is the resulting image, Pr is the receiver wavefield, and nti is the number
frequencies migrated. For the impulse response problem, an impulse occurs at
z = Owith a time signal of ar(t). The returned signal will occur at the same point

at which it was sent out, and will be of the form a, (t – 2R0/v), where RO is the
radius of the hemispherical reflector and v is the acoustic velocity. This means that
the Fourier transform of the returned signal will be of the form Ar(w)e-2tifilV.
The poststack image is obtained by migrating this signal. For two-dimensional
migration with initial conditions

P,(o, o, U) = P,(T, e, u) = A,(u) exp [–2iti~/v],

the receiver wavefield is given by

_ A.(u) COS(8) exp

“(r’ “‘) – a=

remembering that for poststack migration the velocity is halved, v/2. The corre-
lation imaging condition results when P. is substituted into Eq. (3.16) (Imaging
conditions for Salvo runs are specified in the AllG_ SPLIT parameter input deck;
see Section 5.4.1 .3). Multiplying I (before taking the real part) by the inverse of
the phase fimction,

removes any changes to the original receiver wavelet shape.
a “half” time derivative, and thus this imaging condition is

The phase function is
termed the derivative
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imaging condition. The original wavelet shape is imaged in the migrated section
when the “half” derivative is removed.

Similarly in three-dimensional migration, the receiver wavefield is given by

P,(r, e, CL))=
[

A.(u) COS(6) exp i2w (.&– ?’)
27rVr – v 1

{-iw} . (3.18)

The correlation imaging condition for three-dimensional migration is obtained by
substituting F’rinto Eq. (3.16). Multiplying l?r by the inverse of the time derivative,
Z/U, will remove the phase function, and allow the original wavelet to be imaged
in the migrated section (i. e., derivative imaging condition).

3.4.2 Prestack Imaging

Prestack migrations can provide better images than poststack migrations, however
the prestack imaging condition requires both the source and the receiver wavefields.
The imaging condition for prestack migration is based on the concept that upgoing
and downgoing waves correlate at reflection points and are related to the reflectivity
by 7? = P,/F’~. However l?. can be small or zero which will make the reflectivity
extraordinarily large. Claerbout [8] suggests the correlation relationship

(3.19)

where P: is the complex conjugate of the source wavefield. This relation has the
same phase but does not preserve the amplitudes of the reflectivity coefficient. For
the impulse response problem, the initial conditions for the prestack source and
receiver wavefields are

P~(O,O,w) = AJw)

(assuming the source was set off at t = O) and

Pr(O,O,w) = P.(r, 0, w) = A.(w) exp [–2iwfi/v].

For two-dimensional migration, the migrated wavefields for the source and receiver
are

P.(T, e, w) =
As(w) COS(8)

J= ‘x+%] {J’exw}
and

The correlation imaging condition is obtained by substituting P. and P, into
13q. (3.19),

[ [
I =$? ~ ‘s(w) A~~~c0s2(e) exp –i2w’$ –‘)

n=1 l~-’w}dwl ‘320)
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The phase function dependenceis removed when each term in the summation
is multiplied by i/w as completed in the derivative imaging condition. However
to obtain the original wavelet of the receiver wavefield, the amplitude spectrum
additionally needs to be set to unity (i. e., AS(w) = l), which is simply a Dirac
impulse or can be approximated by an Ormsby wavelet.

For three-dimensional migration, the migrated wavefields are

P.(T, e, w) =
A~(oJ)COS(13)eq _iwr

27rvr [1
— {iw)

v

and

P,(r, 19,w) =
[

A,(w) COS(0) exp iW (2R – ~)

2nwr – v 1
{iw} .

Again the correlation imaging condition is obtained by substituting P, and Pr into
Eq. (3.19),

[ [

‘w A,(w) Ar(w) COS2(0)eQ _i2w (R. – r)
1=$? ~

n=l (27rvr)2 v ]{-W2} Aw~ (321)

To obtain the derivative imaging condition, the phase function (i.e., two time
derivatives) is removed by multiplying the terms inside the summation by –1/w2.
Once again to obtain the original wavelet of the receiver wavefield, the amplitude
spec~rum additionally needs to be set to unity (i. e., As(u) = 1).

In all the imaging conditions, Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), (3.20), and (3.21), the phase
shift term,

[

i2w (RO– r)
exp -

1
>v

has the frequency doubled, 2w. Thus if a migrated image is stretched back to the
time domain using the velocity field, it should be stretched by half the velocity in
to order match the amplitude spectrum of the original receiver data.

3.4.3 Deconvolution Imaging

The previous two imaging conditions are approximations to the imaging condition
based on the reflectivity concept, %3= P./Ps. The obvious problem is the division
by zero or a small value of the source wavefield. To avoid this problem, the complex
conjugate of P~ is multiplied to the numerator and denominator, and a small value,
e, is added to the denominator to produce the deconvolution imaging condition,

The deconvolution imaging condition h~. been implemented for two- and three-
dimensional prestack migration. The difficulty with this imaging is the selection
of c. Since each seismic data set has it own recording amplitudes, deconvolution
spiking Klstory, etc., a general value for e is nearly impossible to obtain.

I
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3.4.4 Reduction of Temporal Wrap Around

Although the reduction of temporal wrap around is not an imaging condition, it
does directly use the generated image to reduce temporally wrapped events. The
idea of reducing the energy in the wave propagation once it has been imaged seems
to have been first introduced by Kjartansson [18] and later referenced by Li [20].
The basic method for poststack migration is to remove energy from the wavefield
by subtracting out the average image from each frequency migrated

1(Z, y, z)
P,(Z> g, 2, w) = ~r(~, Y>.%~) – ~w ~ (3.22)

where F!T(z, y, z, w) is the receiver wavefield, ~(z, g, Z) is the image from the Corre-
lation imaging condition, and nu is the number of frequencies used in the imaging.
For prestack imaging, we suggest the following method be applied to each frequency

(3.23)

where Ps(z, y, z, U) is the source wavefield, ~(~j y>Z) is the image from the Corre-
lation imaging condition. The average image is only subtracted from the receiver
wavefield. The source wavefield should not be reduced, since the receiver wavefield
should be correlated at all depths with an unperturbed source wavefield.

The reduction of temporal wrap around is a compile-time option, and is se-
lected by the NOWRAP flag (see Section 5.2.2). Examples of the NOWRAP flag
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The first two impulses are true events, while the
remaining impulses are temporally wrapped events due to a short sampling length.
In Figure 4, it is shown that the aliased impulses in the poststack image are re-
duced very effectively. However there is some loss in amplitude for the first two
impulses which are true events. In Figure 5, it is shown that the aliased impulses
are removed, but additional noise is produced. As in the poststack case, there is
an amplitude loss in the true events.

3.5 Numerical Characteristics

To better understand the numerical characteristics of the Salvo algorithm, a de-
velopment of the amplitude ratio, G, will be useful. From the amplitude ratio,
the dispersion and dissipation properties can be found, which in turn can indicate
appropriate selection of the migration parameters, such as grid spacing. When em-
ploying the MOFS, an amplitude ratio for each fractional step can be determined
and then G can be constructed for the entire depth step,

G = GtlGzGg,

where Gtl, GZ, and GV are the amplitude ratios of the thin-lens, ~-difiaction, and
y-diffraction terms, respectively. This development neglects phase corrections from

v

.

.
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Figure 4: Application’ of reduction of temporal wrap around to two-dimensional
poststack data. The left image is the original image; the center image is the image
with the reduction of the temporal wrap around; the right image is the difference
between the left and center images.
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Q

Figure 5: Application of reduction of temporal wrap around to two-dimensional
prestack data. The left image is the original image; the center image is the image
with the reduction of the temporal wrap around; the right image is the difference
between the left and center images.
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either the Li filter or the Graves and Clayton filter. Starting with the thin-lens
term, >.

6’P “
— = &~P
az v

the solution is

P(Z, y, z + Az, U) = P(z, g, z, u) exp
(- )

;Az ,

indicating an amplitude ratio of

Gtl = exp
(- )

:Az .

The amplitude ratio for the diffraction term can be determined by discretizing
the z-diffraction term with finite differences as shown in Appendix B.2,

P~m is the wavefield at grid point (1,m, n) or location (Z = lAx, y = mAy, z =
nAz), and b: is the central finite-difference operator for the second-partial deriva-
tive. The wavefield, P~~, can be represented with individual Fourier components

and amplitudes, kZ, and (P&) ~=,

Additionally noting that

(–)sing kzAx

b:(~~m)k= = –4 ~p(m)k= (Gz)n q (i kz AX 1) AX22 ‘

the amplitude ratio can be determined by substituting these two equations into
Eq. (3.24),

G = 1 – 4 [B=+ AZi] sin2 (%)
x

l–4[BZ– AZi] sin2 (%)”

The amplitude ratio for the g-dii?iaction term, GY, can be similarly found (replac-
ing s’s with y’s). The amplitude ratio. for & entire depth step is

( )[
1[

1 – 4 [BZ+ AZi]sin2 (%&) 1 – 4 [Bv + Avi] sin2 (~)
G = exp :Az

l–4[BZ– Azi] sin2 (w) 1 – 4 [BY– Avi] sin2 (9) 1

. , .. . . _________ .. .,.,._ -. .. ... —-”. . . . . . . .-,
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or

G=exP(~Az) [~~$] [1:%1

where

()

kZAx
X. = 1 – 4BZsin2 —

()

kZAx

2’ 7X= –4AZ sin2 —2’

()kYAy

()

kYAy
xv = 1 – 4BVsin2 ~ , and qg = –4AV sin2 ~ .

3.5.1 Dissipation

The dissipation of the algorithm can be determined by examining the magnitude
of G. Values less than unity indicate a dissipative system, where magnitudes,

()P;m ~T, are decaying, values equal to unity indicate a non-dissipative system; and

values ~eater than unity indicate an unstable system with mawitudes, (P&) ~z,

increasing. The dissipation can be found by noting exp ($Az) = 1.

Thus Salvo algorithm is a non-dissipative system (right on the edge of stability).
One should note that this applies to the internal finite-difference points. Finite-
difference equations for boundary conditions can still lead to unstable systems,
and the internal grid points cannot dissipate any oscillations generated by the
boundary conditions.

3.5.2 Dispersion

The dispersion of the algorithm (i. e., wave numbers propagate at different speeds or
have different phases) can be analyzed with a reference phase to compare against.
There are two choices for this reference: the parax.ial wave equation, Eq. (3.2),
and the split wave equation, Eq. (3.9). The phase difference between the paraxial
wave equation and the finite-difference implementation of the split wave equation
will describe the total dispersion of the solution. The phase difference between
the split wave equation and the iinite-difference implementation of the split wave
equation will describe the numerical dispersion of the solution. Some investigators
have described the phase difference between the paraxial wave equation and the
split wave equation as anisotropic dispersion, but this can be misleading since
numerical dispersion can have anisotropic behavior. The main sources of dispersion
between the paraxial wave equation and the split wave equation are the square-root
approximation, and the operator splitting.

.
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The plane-wave solution to the paraxial wave equation, assuming constant ve-
locity, can be simply written

where k. is determined by k= = +~~. This can be verified “by

plugging back into Eq. (3.2). Therefore the phase shift for the paraxial wave
equation due to a depth step of Az is

4P= +J2/V2– k; – k; Az. (3.26)

Similarly, the solution to the split wave equation will have the form of Eq. (3.25)
where k. is determined by

and the phase shift for the split wave equation is

(3.27)

For reference, the phase shift for the unspht-wave equation, Eq. (3.3), is simply

The phase for the finite-difference implementation of the split wave equation
can be determined by finding the phase of the amplitude ratio, G,

After some manipulation, one can find “

The phase error associated with the total dispersion can be determined by
subtracting Eqs. (3.26) and (3.28) as shown in Figure 6 using linear compact FD
coefficient. However the phase error variations with respect to depth step size, Az;
grid spacing, Ax; velocity, v; and propagation angle, o; are dficult to extract from
these equations. A series expansion for the two-dimensional propagation will allow
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a comparison coefficients of like terms of K: where & = v kz/w, and O< K= <1.
The following representations for the partial wave equation and finite-difference
wave equation, respectively, can be found

and

(3.29)

+0 [(K:), (~)’, (~j’]].

(3.30)
Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) is the thin-lens term. For the paraxial
single dependence on the depth step size, Az. The finite-

The leading term in
equation there is a
difference wave equation also has this dependence but additionally has terms like,
Az3K~, which effects the phase error with depth step size, as shown in Figure 6(a).
Not surprisingly, as Az increases so does the phase error, however too small a Az
also causes a phase error. This is due to a balance of errors between Az and other
error terms. By reducing Az, the phase errors no longer cancel each other. Blindly
reducing Az may not decrease the phase error. As a rule of thumb, the depth step
and the grid spacing should be roughly set equal, Az x Ax.

The phase error variation with respect to grid spacing, Ax, is shown in Fig-
ure 6(b). Up to N 60 Hz there is only a +270 phase error, however as the grid
spacing increases so does the phase error. Once again this error is relatively small
over the range O-75 Hz when Ax = Az. The velocity always appears in the de-
nominator, and therefore the phase error decreases as the velocity increases as
shown in Figure 6(c). Even for very small velocities, frequencies between 0-50 Hz
are determined very accurately. The phase error dependence on propagation angle
(variation of K= between O-1 in Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30)) is shown in Figure 6(d).
Frequencies below 75 Hz are accurately propagated up to N 45°. Above this angle
the phase errors can be high. This is because as K= + 1, the differences in series
coefficients become more significant than when lTZ -+ O.

In Figure 7, the total phase error variation with respect to azimuthal angles
is shown. Although there is an increasing phase error associated with increas-
ing azimuthal angle, it is fairly constant over the range of O-75 Hz. Brzostowski
and Black [6] noted that constant phase error with respect to frequency leads to
misplaced reflectors but does not cause dispersion (dkipersion is a phase error de-
pendence on frequency). Very little dispersion occurs over O-75 Hz as can be seen
in Figure 7, but there will be some reflector misplacement. Note: These calcula-
tions, Figures. 6, 7, 8, and 9, do not include any filter corrections (Li or Graves
and Clayton).

...4., , -..,....--’m ,1 .-,...... ==$.7 --7--- ! ,~. -. ., . -c -. .--77 ,..fi:*>a , ., ... .,,.,--, ---- ---- . ...+ .
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In Figure 8, the phase error due to numerical dispersion (i.e., the phase differ-
ence between Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28)) is shown with respect to propagation angle
for several frequencies and azimuthal angles. For propagation angles below 45°,
very little dispersion is present, but above 45° there are large variations in the
phase error which produce substantial dispersion.

3.5.3 Compact Finite Differencesg,

Compact finite differences (compact FD) [3, p. 44] are primarily used to obtain
higher-order accuracy (typically 4th order over 2nd order) while remaining on a
small three-point stencil. Claerbout’s “1/6 trick” [8, p. 262] is an application of
compact FDs. The main drawback of compact FDs is that it makes the method
implicit. However since the Salvo algorithm is implicit, compact FDs only add one
more operation to the solves. To implement the compact FDs, the second-order
spatial derivatives are replaced with

where & is the second-order central-difference operator,

and A(u) is the compact FD coefficient to increase the finite-difference accuracy
(A= 1/12 for a Taylor series expansion will produce a fourth-order scheme). The
accuracy has been increased but since J: still operates on a three point stencil
the dependency on neighboring grid points has not changed. Additional details of
the incorporation of compact FD into the finite-difference equations is provided in
Appendix B.2.

The importance of compact FD can be seen in Figure 9. The numerical dis-
persion is greatly reduced with compact FD. Without compact FD, Figure 9(b),
numerical dispersion can make a migrated image very difficult to interpret. Four
functions for the compact FD coefficient, ~(u), have been implemented. See Sec-
tion 5.2.2 on how to compile with each coefficient function,. -DLAMBDA. The
coefficient functions are

Zero compact FD coefficient

A(w) = o

Constant compact FD coefficient, [8, p. 262]

A(u) = ~ – -$= 0.14867881

‘Subroutines:pipe_*, f pipe_*, tridag,f_tridag, iilter_& I?iles:Pipe_ . > _* F f pipe_*.F,
tridag.F,f_tridag.F,flter_~.F
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Figure 9: Phase error due to numerical dispersion for the 65° equation
compact finite differences and (b) without compact finite differences.

Linear compact FD coefficient, [29, p. 278]

[

(1

(
A(w)=min ~–$,~+~ ~–$–$

)]

Quadratic compact FD coefficient

[

1 1
A(w) =min ‘–L, –—

4 T2 4 sin2< 4~2
1

where ~ = w AX sin 65°/(2v).

●
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(a) with

To illustrate the effectiveness of these compact FD functions, a simple post-
stack Gaussian impulse response was migrated and the resulting image is shown in
Figure 10. The migration domain is defined so that the impulse impinges on the
left-hand boundary to test the absorbing boundary conditions. A slight reflection
from the boundazy can be seen. During this migration, the Li filter is applied at
every depth step. As noted earlier, the Li filter corrects for the square-root approx-
imation, the operator-splitting approximation, and numerical dispersion exactly in
a constant velocity medium. Isolating the effects of numerical dispersion on the
migrated section can be accomplished by (1) applying the Li filter at the first depth
step (not at every step) to remove evanescent energy generated by the square-root
approximation, and (2) migrating a two-dimensional data set to remove any need
for the operator-splitting approximation.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 11 for each of the com-
pact FD functions. When the zero compact FD coefficient is used, shown in Fig-
ure 11(a), the classic dispersion pattern (i. e., ripples trailing behind a primary
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Figure 10: Two-dimensional poststack Gaussian impulse response with the Li Filter
applied at every depth step.

wave) can be seen around 45° propagation angle. Above this angle the primary
wave amplitude decreases leading to reduced amplitudes in the dispersed waves.
Below this angle, phase errors are very small as shown in Figure 9(b), and pro-
duces little dispersion. Constant compact FD coefficient, shown in Figure n(b),
improves the dispersion but over compensates and produces a leading dispersion
wave. The linear compact FD coefficient, shown in Figure 11(c), has some dis-
persive waves around 60° propagation angle, but is a great improvement over zero
compact FD coefficient. The quadratic compact FD coefficient, shown in Fig-
ure 11(d), is slightly better than the linear coefficient.

One should note that numerical dispersion has an accumulative effect with each
depth step, and therefore deeper reflectors will have more dispersion than shallower
reflectors with the same dip. Periodic application of the Li iilter will help remove
numerical dispersion.

3.6 Phase Encoding10

A summary of phase encodingll is provided here for reference, but further details
are contained in Romero et al. [27]. The primary motivation for phase encod-
ing is to reduce the overall computational costs associated with finite-difference,
frequency-space migration for an entire survey. The image for the survey is the
sum of the individual images for each shot migration, i.e.,

where n is the shot index. The overall cost is clearly related to the product of
the cost of an individual shot migration and the number of shot migrations to

10Phaseencodingis patentedunderU.S.Patent6,021,094. ‘
llSubroutines:encode init,apply encodin~Files:readTraces.c,encode.c,getShotInfo.c

. ....... ._-— ...., .. =,-.-/---x-. ,. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . —-.=,,-, ., , . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
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,

*

(a) ZerocompactFD (b) ConstantcompactFD

(c) LinearcompactFD (d) QuadraticcompactFD

Figure 11: Numerical dispersion of two-dimensional poststack Gaussian impulse
response for various compact finite difference coefficients, A(w), with the Li filter
phase correction applied only at the first depth step. Figure 10 shows the image
without numerical dispersion.
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complete the survey. If several shots are combined, the overall cost to migrate the
survey would be reduced by roughly the number of shots combined. Shots can
be combined by noting that the differential equation, Eq. (3.9), used to obtain
Ps(z, y, Z,w) and PT(z, y, Z,u) is linear, and therefore the differential equation cm
be solved with the summed wavefields,*

and “
p++ ?J, z,(d)= ~ anP,,n(z, y, Z,u)

n

in nearly the same amount of time it takes to compute any of the individual
terms PS(Z,~, z, U) or P. (z, g, Z, u) (where an is some function of w to be specified

shortly). This can be completed by determining the summed values at the surface

n

The functions l?s(z, y, Z,u) and P’(z, Y,Z,W) are obtained by solving the one-waY
wave equations with the summed values at the surface.

However a complication arises when PS(Z, V,Z,~) and ~~(% V,Z>U) are PrO-
cessed with the imaging condition. Cross terms between unrelated shots produce
artifacts in the image. For example, when two shots are summed and the imaging
condition is applied through Eq. (3.19), the image I(z, y, Z) is given by

1(x, y, Z) = l~(fc, y, z) + 12.(Z,y, z)

+ z~ [P;l(% y, z, W)l’r,2(% IJ, % W) + P;2(% Y, % @%,l(% Y>% 4] o

The first two terms on the right-hand side are the same as the individual images “
obtained through standard migration and imaging; however, the other terms are
undesirable cross terms.

These unwanted cross terms can be eliminated or greatly reduced by encoding
each frequency with a different phase. Let -yI(w), and 72(u) be two different phase
functions for two shots to be combined and migrated. The two shots will be
encoded with these two different phase functions in order to migrate the summed
data at the surface, PS(Z,y, z = O,u) and ~,(z, y, z = 0, u), ~

F’s(z,y,z = O, u) = ei7’P~,l(z, y, z = O,w) + eiT2P&2(~,Y, z = 0, ~)

and

~T(z, y, z = O,U) = ei71PT,l(z,y, z = O,@) + ei72PT,2(z,y, z = O,U).
I

I
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Due to linearity, the migrated wavefields will also

MIGRATION ALGORITHM

have this form. Introducing
these combined wavefields into the imaging condition, the image will be

1(Z, y, z) = 11(Z, g, z) + ~2(~Jv~z)

+ ~~ [P& (~, g, z, ~~)~,,z(~, g, z, ~~)ei(~’(~~)–~l(~~))

1
+P~2(z, y, z, L+)F’T,I(z, y, z, w~)ei(~’(u~)-v’(ti’)) .

Note that the phase functions ~1 and 72 only appear in the cross terms, not in
the terms producing 11 and 12. The functions, VI(u) and 72(u), should be chosen
so that when the frequencies are summed over k, the energy from the unwanted
terms will be dispersed throughout the whole image or be shifted out of the region
of interest. When two or more shots are summed together, a similar procedure
holds, however the cross terms become more numerous and therefore more difficult
to shift or disperse.

Several phase encodings are available through Salvo (see Section 5.4.1.2). As
an example of phase encoding, random encoding was applied to the Marmousi
model with “different numbers of shots combined (or shots per migration). The
results are shown in Figure 12. All images are shown at the same scale and no
amplitude scaling has been applied to any of these images. As the number of shots
is increased, the cross-term energy grows in strength. The computational costs
for these images decreases dramatically because fewer migrations are required; the
image in Figure 12(d) took about 1/240 the time to generate versus the original
image. Although these images get progressively worse even migrating all 240 shots
produces an image with significant structure.

3.7 Reduced-Source Frequency Migrationll

The goal of reduced-source frequency migration is to significantly reduce total
runtimej while maintaining an image of quality similar to that provided by full
migration. The strategy is to migrate a subset of the source frequencies and use
an anaIytic solution to extrapolate the remaining frequencies via an inexpensive

12 Close to 5070 of the migration work could be eliminatedautoregression process .
with this technique. Even the more modest goal of migrating one half of the source
frequencies could provide up to a 25% reduction in the total runtime. The majority
of the theoretical portions of the following discussion is based on notes by Louis
Romero.

3.7.1 Analytic Solution

Assuming a single arrival, the pressure function for a point source has the general
form of

llSubroutines:freq_reduction talc; iiles:freq_reduction.cfreq_reduction_ops.F
121rnplementationandcodingc~mpletedby Rob GjertsenandMikeHolzrichter.
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Reduced-Source Frequency M&ration 39

Figure 12: The Marmousi model using random encoding and combining (a) 4, (b)
16~(c)60, and(d) 240shots per migration. Ontheleft istheencoded image and
on the right is difference between the image on the left and the original image
without encoding.
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F’(z, u) = A(u, z) exp(iw~(z)). (3.31)

Specifically for two dimensions, the solution is P(z, w) = @A(z) exp(iw~(z)) and
for three dimensions, it is P(z, y, w) = uA(z, y) exp(iti~(x, y)) (see Appendix B.7
for iirther details). For the 5° equation in one dimension there is excellent cor-
respondence between the source pressure produced by Salvo and the analytic so-
lution. Matching the two-dimensional 15° equation results from Salvo with the
analytic solution is more difficult.

One difficulty is that at a finite depth z, the amplitude of the analytic solu-
tion for a Dirac delta function does not decay as the solution approaches the side
boundaries of the migration domain. This causes the problem modeling an im-
pulse which continues to infinity with a finite calculation. Thus reflections off the
boundaries can cause difficulties in predicting the source wavefield. To handle this
difficulty, Salvo offers the option of a spatially distributed source. The strength of
the distributed source varies spatially as a Gaussian distribution and is controlled
by the width parameter ~. Unlike the point source, the analytic solution
spatial Gaussian distribution has an amplitude decay at the boundaries.

Consider the two-dimensional 15° equation

with the initial spatial Gaussian source distribution

( ())1X2—.—
‘(z’ 0)= & ‘Xp 2 ‘Y “

The analytic solution p(z, z) has the form

p(z, z) = exp(ikz) fiexp(-~)

for the

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

for constant velocity where @ = 72 + ~ and k = W/V. The term @d-~2/2@
ensures exponential decay as z increases.

When a spatial Gaussian distribution as in Eq. (3.33) is used, undesirable decay
of the envelope can occur at the grid points offset laterally from the source. To
counter this, the weighted Gaussian for the source was also implemented. The
weighted Gaussian uses a different Gaussian distribution for each frequency, w, by

substituting

for ~ in Eq. (3.33) where Coand q are user supplied constants. If co is 2m times
the velocity then ~ is the wavelength and e. expresses the width of the Gaussian
in wavelengths.

.

●

v
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3.7.2 Scaling Requirements for Gaussian Source

We hope the Gaussian solution closely approximates the point source solution with
the exception that its amplitude decay at the boundaries. Based on the analytic
solution, guidelines for effective use of the Gaussian source can be derived. There
are three basic scaling requirements that must be satisfied in order to accurately
approximate a point source.

1.

2.

3.

The depth is large enough that the finite source region becomes small. This
depth is a function of both z and y.

The horizontal extent of the region is large enough that the solution decays
to zero at the boundaries. This is satisfied if ~ is large enough, where
depends on z and k.

The grid spacing Ax is small enough to accurately model the source.

‘Y

Appropriate relations for y can be derived from the analytic solution which ensure
the above requirements are satisfied. While Equation (3.34) is the analytic solution
for the 15° degree partial equation, the scaling arguments hold for the 45° and
65° equations as well.

The solution will not mimic the phase or amplitude of a point source solution
unless

:>> ‘y2.

In order for the solution to decay sufficiently at x = L, where L is the half width
of the migration region, the following must hold

y2L2
# + ~2/k2 > 1“

Assuming the first constraint holds, the above simplifies to

The spatial sampling of the source induced by the grid spacing needs to be fine
enough to resolve the spatial source. If the source is not well sampled, the numerical
result wiI1differ greatly from the anaIytic solution. The Gaussian source will be
well sampled if

These constraints are compatible provided

,._,.. .. . .. ... -_ _ --, -. ....— .—-..=.,. ~---- -- ---
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An additional relationship between y and AX has been observed. Grid spacing
induces an effective lower bound on ~. If y << Ax or a point source is used, the
result is similar to the result when a Gaussian source is used with y M Ax. For
sufficiently small ~ almost all of the source energy is concentrated at one grid point.
Due to the spatial sampling of the grid, there is very little difference in the energy
distribution whether this threshold ~. = Ax or the actual ~ is used. Since the
distributions are very similar, the outputs are very similar.

3.7.3 Comparison of Actual and Model Spectra

The effectiveness of reduced-source migration depends on how well Salvo can esti-
mate the source spectrum given the values for a few frequencies. Salvo estimates
the rest of the spectrum using the assumption that the source spectrum has the
form P(z, U) = @A(z) exp(iw@(z)). It is useful to examine how well this model
fits the actual source spectrum.

The analytic solution predicts the source spectrum will have a @ envelope
modulated by a complex exponential. Based on observations of actual spectra,
deviations from this model generally fit into two types. High frequency deviations
can be characterized as “noise” and the rest appear as changes to the envelope. It
was found that there is good correspondence when ~ was large. Based on this
expression, the following are five heuristics for predicting how well the spectrum
fits the model.

1. Increasing y reduces the noise.

2. Increasing L, the domain half-width, reduces the noise and improves the
envelope.

3. Low frequencies are more susceptible to noise than high frequencies.

4. Deviation from the model increases with depth, provided 72<< ~.

5. The envelope decays more quickly with lateral offset for high frequencies than
for low.

Figure 13 shows the real part of the point source spectrum for an impulse problem.
The spectrum clearly oscillates within an envelope which increases as @. The
oscillation within this envelope is a sinusoid with a noticeable amount of “noise.”

Figure 14 illustrates the first heuristic. This figure differs from Figure 13 in
that a Gaussian source has been used with ~ = 4dz. Figure 14 is cleaner than
Figure 13. The Gaussian source can produce spectra which better match the model
than those from a point source. Figure 15 is the spectrum using a Gaussian source
with ~ = 16dz. Figure 15, with the larger value of ~, is less noisy than Figure 14,
illustrating the first heuristic. However, large values of ~ cause the envelope to
flatten out because the source no longer approximates a point source.

.
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Figure 16: Real component of source wavefield for a large migration domain.
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the result when the size of

Figure 17: Real component of source wavefield at 150

Figure 16, illustrating the second heuristic, shows
the migration domain of Figure 13 is made four times as large. The result is a
spectrum which is a very good fit with the model. While increasing the size of the
migration domain quickly nullifies any computational savings from reduced source,
Figure 16 supports the idea behind the Gaussian source that the solution should
decay before reaching the boundary. In this case the boundary was so far away
from the source that the source could not interact with it and a clean spectrum
was produced.

The third heuristic is most clearly illustrated by Figures 13 and 14. The noise
level is higher for low frequencies than for high frequencies. Since higher frequencies
are less susceptible to noise, they should be used instead of low frequencies to
estimate A(z) and ~(z).

Figure 17 shows the spectrum for the same model as Figure 13 except at a
point deeper in the earth. The envelope has deteriorated noticeably, illustrating
the fourth heuristic.
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Figure 18: Real component of source wavefield offset by 125m from distributed
Gaussian source.

Figure 18 illustrates the fifth heuristic. Figure 18 is produced in the same
manner as Figure 14 except that it is taken from a point off to the side rather
than directly below the source. The Gaussian source has exponential decay and
the rate of decay increases with ilequency. The analytic solution predicts decay
that looks like that looks like exp (–z2k2~2/z2), assuming that Y2 << zlk. This
decay is removed in z if the point source is broadened as a function of l/k.

3.7.4 Estimating the Source Spectrum

In two dimensions, reduced-source migration assumes the source spectrum fits the
model

P(u) = WA(Z) exp (i@(z)). (3.35)

A few select source frequencies are migrated by the partial wave equation. These
frequencies start at uo = noAw and have a total of n~s frequencies. The values
computed for this subset are then used in the autoregression calculations to esti-
mate A(z) and #(z) in Eq. (3.35). Equation (3.35) is then used to estimate values
for the remaining frequencies. The method by which Salvo estimates A(z) and
4(z) is discussed in more detail in this subsection.

First, ~(z) is estimated, and a system of equations is formed at each grid point.
Let w~ = kAw, Pk = P(wk) and

Pk Pk~k= — = exp (iL4J~g$(z)).
A(z)@ = lpkl

Using a = exp (iAu#(z)), a recurrence relation can be devised with

~k+l = ~k~.

—. .—.-— .— —---- .... ... . ------------ --
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Repeating the above for each pair of adjacent frequencies forms an over determined
system of m equations for m + 1 = nWsfrequencies. The resulting system has the
form

F.o+l– Pnocl!
%+2 – Ro+la

P..o+m– Ro+(7n-l)@

.

which can be expressed simply as

‘7— da = o.

The least squares solution for this system, ih = 7, is then

UHvQJ=—
UHU“

Since a = exp (iAu@(z)), solving for ~(z) gives

#(z) =*.

Once d(z) is calculated for each @d point, the source pressure ~(~) iS deter-
mined excep~ for the constant multiplier A(z) which
least squares solution (or simpler technique) using the

3.7.5 Parallelization and Cyclic Distribution

can be determined with a
known values Pk.

Parallelization of reduced-source migration presents new difficulties for the Salvo
algorithm. Poor load balancing can occur because migrated source frequencies are
poorly distributed and how many frequencies are migrated per processor. With
the Li filter, there is a nonlinear dependence of work as related to frequency.
Thus the frequency distribution across processors can be selected to improve the
load balance (see Section 4.3.1.1). However the frequencies selected for reduced-
source migration may all reside on one processor, increasing the load imbalance,
or may reside on separate processors, increasing the interprocessor communication
required for the autoregression.

Two steps were taken to address the parallelization difficulty. First, the cyclic
distribution was introduced (see Section 4.3.1.1). This assures that all frequencies
on a processor are separated by the same number of 6w’s, simpli@ing the autore-
gression. However this frequency distribution is still not optimal. Second, the
autoregression is performed using only those frequencies local to a processor, then
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the local values are averaged globally to obtain the final value. This approach was
selected to obtain a fast implementation and has several drawbacks. Performing
autoregression locally and averaging has some numerical accuracy questions, and
the approach has poor scalability characteristics (i. e., need at least two frequencies
per processor for autoregression). However for relatively few processors, this im-
plementation may be useful versus nothing. For the results shown here, no parallel
processing was used with the reduced-source migration.

3.7.6 INumerical Results

Reduced-source migration was evaluated by applying it to the Marmousi dataset.
All 240 shots were migrated via three different ways:

1. all source frequencies with a point source (traditional migration),

2. all source source frequencies with a weighted Gaussian spatial source distri-
bution (~(w) = }/2),

3. reduced-source migration (four source frequencies) with a weighted Gaussian
spatial distribution source distribution (v(~) = ~/2).

This choice of test runs allows the effect of the weighted Gaussian source and
reduced-source migration to be isolated from each other. Salvo was run in a serial
mode, hence A(z) and ~(z) were obtained through a global rather than local
autoregression process.

The images are characterized by a small fraction of values which are large
relative to the rest. Most reflections are variations in the smaller magnitude val-
ues. - The data were gained and clipped aggressively to enhance the visibility of
reflections in a low resolution gray scale image. The images were plotted with
comparable gain and clipping. The difference images show less contrast because
the magnitude of the difference is small relative to the maximum amplitudes of
the difference images.

Figure 19 shows the output when the Marmousi dataset was migrated in the
traditional manner; all source frequencies were migrated and started out at a
single grid point. This image is the standard against which the other images are
compared.

Figure 20 shows the effect of using a weighted Gaussian source (while still
migrating all source frequencies). The difference between Figure 20 and Figure 19
is shown in Figure 21. The images with and without the weighted Gaussian source
are comparable. The difference between them decreasqs with depth because at a
distance the weighted Gaussian source becomes more like a point source.

Figure 22 shows the result of reduced-source migration when only four source
frequencies were migrated. Reduced-source migration produced an image which
is quite similar to the image when all frequencies are migrated. The difference
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4

.

Figure 19: Full migration with point source.

Figure 20: Full migration with weighted Gaussian source.

Figure 21: Difference between full migration with point source and
weighted Gaussian source.

full migration
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Figure 22: Reduced-source migration (four frequencies) with weighted Gaussian
source.

Figure 23: Difference between
source and full migration with

reduced-source migration with weighted Gaussian
weighted Gaussian source.

between Figure 22 and Figure 20 is shown in Figure 23. There is no difference in
the top fourth of the image because all source frequencies were migrated down to
this point (i.e., Icstirt= 200).

These results show that the quali~ of the image produced by reduced-source
migration is good. From these images it is apparent that neither the weighted
Gaussian source distribution nor reduced-source migration caused any reflectors
to disappear or be misplaced.

The reduced-source migration images above were produced on a SGI worksta-
tion. Without reduced-source migration each depth step required 0.19 seconds,
while 0.14 seconds per depth step were required for the reduced-source migration.
Reduced-source yielded a 25% improvement in total execution time. This is for
unoptimized code. With further code refinements, even better performance should
be realized.

.. . .-. ., .=.. - .. -,...-.— .—-,.-..,- . m----- . . . .... ... ,.?’--
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3.7.7 Open Issues

There are several areas related to reduced-source migration which deserve further
attention but currently have not been investigated. Future work should include:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

implementing the three-dimensional solution,

exploring parallelization issues, in particular (a) efficiently performing au-
toregression when frequency parallelism is used and (b) quality of images
when performing autore~ession on frequencies local to a processor,

possibly handling multiple arrivals as follows

P(z, w) = Al (u, z) exp (iwdl (z)) + AZ(U,z) exp (iwq$z(z)),

considering the effects of vertical velocity variations,

tuning the reduced-source code for better performance, e.g., using table
lookups for calculations involving in and exp,

using previous and/or neighboring estimates of A(z) and ~(z) to constrain
new estimates,

improving user friendliness when deciding which source frequencies to use
by making it easier to determine the total number of frequencies and source
energy content for each frequency,

using a directly and not calculating # thereby removing the need for in and
exp, and

injecting analytic source solution in constant velocity media after a few depth
steps to remove difficulties with finite differences and a spatial impulse.

,

.

7
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Figure 24: Flow chart of the main driver routine.

4 Coding and Implementation

In this section, questions about the coding and implementation within Salvo are
addressed. The coding can be basically broken down into corresponding processes
handled by Salvo. A flowchart of the driver routine13 is shown in Figure 24. Salvo
first reads the parameter input deck (Section 5.4.1) and determines all the processes
requested for the run. Currently three processes can be completed: the initializa-
tion of Salvo (lN..Z’L4L), the reading of the traces data (READ_ TRACES’), and
the migration of the wavefields (MIG_ 5’F’LIT). These processes can be repeated
in the input parameter file to complete multiple migrations in a single execution.
In the following sections, the coding and
discussed.

4.1 Initialization of Salvo14

implementation of these processes are

The initialization of Salvo by the INITIAL process (Section 5.4.1.1) involves the
allocation and initialization of various data structures used during the migration
and RlL4D_ TRA CES process. Spe:ifically, this involves initializing the global
migration domain information and deriving the local x-y (source and receiver) do-
main information based on the processor z-y grid coordinates. The compute and
1/0 partition communicators are also formed in this stage, while the FFT com-
municators are formed in the READ_ TRACES initialization phase (see Section

13subroutinemaixqFile driver.c
14Subroutines:initiaI;Files:initial.c,distribution_methods.c

.. - ..-’-,.. . .. .. . . , ---,. -,-7,., . . . ..-
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4.2.1). The frequency spectrum isdetermined along with the frequency distribu-
tion to processors in the w direction (processor tower); the frequency distributions
include: simple linear, reverse linear, wrap, oscillate, and cyclic (see Table 1). Fi-
nally, the compute nodes allocate the data arrays/volumes for migration and traces
for the lWAD_ TIM CES process.

4.2 Reading the Trace Data15

The objective of the RlL4D_ TRACES’ process of the Salvo algorithm is to read
in the source and receiver trace data and prepare it for migration. The READ_
TRACES’ process involves three major phases: (1) reading the time trace data from
a parallel file system and distributing it to all the processors, (2) transforming the
time traces to frequency traces via FFTs, and (3) redistributing or “transposing”
the frequency traces to the array form needed by the migration. This process is
applied once for the source trace and again for the receiver traces. Each of these
phases is described in detail in the following subsections.

The R.EAD_ TRACES’ process is extremely 1/0 intensive so that reading the
trace data (i. e., phase (l)) completely dominates the runtime of this process. To
minimize the overall runtime and reduce the critical path, it is necessary to con-
tinuously perform 1/0 in this process, while all computation and processing of the
trace data is performed as much as possible in the background. This decoupling
of the 1/0 and processing steps is accomplished in Salvo through the use of sep-
arate processor partitions: an 1/0 processor partition and a compute processor
partition. Determining the best balance between the number of nodes in the 1/0
and compute partitions is discussed further in Section 4.2.6. The 1/0 processor
partition handles reading the trace data, while the compute partition performs all
other processing asynchronously (and in the background). The overlap of 1/0 and
the computation is done via asynchronous communication between the 1/0 and
compute partitions. The 1/0 and computation could be also effectively decoupled
with asynchronous 1/0 calls, but many file systems do not provide this function-
ality or perform it poorly. Asynchronous 1/0 is achieved within Salvo by using
an 1/0 partition. Another alternative is the use of threads to perform 1/0, but
difficulties persist in the use of threads and MPI, eliminating this option.

For the READ_ TRACES process, code robustness and stability is ensured via
strict message passing controls. Each send performed has a matching receive al-
ready posted; this avoids providing buffers for messages which cannot be processed
immediately. A synchronization is performed among the compute nodes after each
major phase in the lU3AD_ 5!Y?AClIS’ process to ensure that message buffers are
clear of all messages before starting the next phase; this again is done to reduce
system memory usage. A double buffering scheme with a specified block size is used
by the compute nodes to allow the best possible overlap of 1/0 and computation,

15Subroutines:readTraces,readTracesIO;Files:read~aces.c,readTtacesIO.c
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which also strictly controls memory usage.
Phase encoding is also performed in the READ_ TRACES process. If multiple

shots are encoded in the migration, then all the steps of this process must be
repeated for each shot encoded. EssentiaIIy, each of the encoded shots must be
summed into the appropriate frequency array/volume (for both the source and
receiver) that is used in the migration.

The responsibilities of the compute partition and 1/0 partition are as follows.
The reading of trace data from the parallel file system is the sole responsibility of
the 1/0 partition. In this process the role of the 1/0 partition is that of a data
server, while the compute partition acts as the client. The 1/0 processors wait on
asynchronous messages to process horn the compute partition. The compute par-
tition continuously requests blocks of traces from the 1/0 partition, and performs
any necessary processing of the data, until all of the traces have been read in.

The processing sequence for the partitions is as follows:

1. Initialize communicators (Section 4.2.1).

2. Read a block of traces (Section 4.2.2).

3. Scatter the traces to all nodes in the compute partition (Section 4.2.3).

4. Compute frequency traces with FFTs (Section 4.2.4).

5. Scatter or distribute frequencies of each trace to correct compute node (Sec-
tion 4.2.5) and perform phase encoding (if specified).

6. Repeat sequence again from step 2 until all data is read.

The data flow and execution flow of the lLEAD_ TRACES processing sequence is
summarized in Figures 25 and 26, respectively. Each of these steps is discussed in
greater detail in the following sections. The analytic execution time for each step
is also presented.

4.2.1 READ_ TRACES Initialization Steplc

The primary initialization task involves generating the set of communicators re-
quired for the RlL4D_ TRACES’ process; a communicator is a subset of nodes from
a set of user nodes that forms a logical grouping. The compute and 1/0 partition
communicators are created to partition all the user nodes into those nodes that
perform 1/0 verses those that only perform computations. The set of processors in
the compute-partition communicator is further subdivided into a set of FFT com-
municators to facilitate performing parallel 1/0. Figure 25 further clarifies this
subdivision of processors with an example configuration including a nine processor

l%ubroutines:read’lhces, read’llacednit,encodehit; Files readlll-aces.c,readl’racehit.c,
encode.c
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Figure25: Dataflow diagramforthe READ_ TRACES process. Thecubesonthe
left represent the compute partition, which is split into two FFT communicators in
this example, with the two (white) FFT root nodes being responsible for receiving
the trace data 1/0. The FFT root nodes either read the data directly from disk
(when an 1/0 partition is omitted), or receive the data from a node in the 1/0
partition/communicator. The 1/0 partition uses two 1/0 nodes and is represented
by the two white cubes on the right.
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compute partition (np = pzpgpw= 9), and a two processor 1/0 partition (piO= 2).
Two FFT communicators are derived from the compute partition which have five
and four nodes, respectively.

When an 1/0 partition is not specified in the INITIAL section of the input deck
(piO= O;see Section 5.4.1.1), then a subset of nodes from the compute partition are
used as 1/0 nodes; specifically these are the FFT communicator root nodes. These
nodes have an associated 1/0 communicator. This configuration however does not
allow the overlap of 1/0 and computation, and a load imbalance occurs because
the root nodes are overloaded by their dual role as 1/0 and compute nodes.

The number of FFT communicators is generally based on the number of input
streams or disks as indicated in Figure 25. Using an 1/0 partition, the number of
FFT communicators either equals the number of 1/0 nodes specified, piO, or the
number of disk files specified, whichever is smaller. If there is no 1/0 partition,
then the number of FFT communicators equals the number of disk files specified
in the input deck; the root FFT nodes in this situation read the data directly from
disk and perform these tasks. The FFT communicators also divide the compute
partition nodes as evenly as possible for load balancing.

In addition to setting up the necessary communicators for the READ_ TRA CES
process, there is some initialization and setup for the phase encoding, and all large
memory allocations are also performed in the initialization. Other initialization is
performed by the INITIAL process,
details.

4.2.2 Reading Traces Step17

refer to Section 5.4.1.1 and Section 4.1 for full

The primary function of this step is to read in blocks of traces, where each block
of traces is a set of traces that requires at most blocksize bytes. Blocksize is a
user supplied parameter which assists in realizing optimal 1/0 performance for the
platform’s file system. A blocksize of 64 Kb works well for the Intel Paragon. In
the case with an 1/0 partition, traces are read by 1/0 nodes in blocksize chunks
and the root node of each FFT communicator waits for and receives data from
its designated 1/0 node. If there is still additional data to read, then a prefetch
request is initiated for another block of trace data (allowing computation to overlap
with 1/0). Specifically, the root node in each FFT communicator asynchronously
requests from its designated 1/0 node (in the 1/0 partition) the next set of traces.
In the case of no 1/0 partition, the data is read directly from disk by the root
node in each FFT communicator.

As mentioned earlier, 1/0 nodes in their role as servers wait on asynchronous
requests from the compute partition. Each 1/0 node has a designated node in
the compute partition that it interacts with; specifically, a root node in an FFT
communicator. Currently the requests recognized by the 1/0 nodes are a request

17Subroutines: readTraces, requestTYaceData,readTkaceData,readTracesIO, gener-
ate_src_distribution;Files:read~aces.c,readTracesIO.c,readTraceData.c,gaussian_dist.c
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for additional input traces or a quit signal. A quit signal is sent to the 1/0 partition
when all of the compute nodes have finished reading the set of traces.

The model for the execution time is broken up into two phases. The first phase,
reading a block of traces from disk, requires

t=Q!d+~db (4.1)

seconds, where ad is the disk latency, l/@~ is the bandwidth of the disk, and b is
the number of bytes requested. The second phase (with an 1/0 partition) is the
time to send the data from an 1/0 node and uses

t=a.+~. ntgt (4.2)

seconds with a. as the communication latency, l/& as the communication band-
width, nt is the number of time samples, and gt is the size in bytes of a time
sample.

When a spatial Gaussian source distribution is selected in the RlL4D_ TRACES’
process (Section 5.4.1.2), the source signal is introduced over a range of grid points
centered at (xS,vS). Normally, the source signal is introduced into the migration
domain at a single grid point at (zS,YS). For a given frequency, the relative am-
plitudes vary spatially as a Gaussian. However, the phase of each frequency are
the same as in the point source case.

Salvo has two options for spatial Gaussian source distributions: (1) using a
distribution where the width parameter, ~, is the same for all frequencies, or (2)
a weighted distribution where the width parameter, ~, is inversely proportional to
frequency, i.e., proportional to wavelength. In the case where a fixed value of ~ is
used, the relative amplitudes vary spatially as

1(Z-z=)z
~–5 72

independent of U. For the weighted Gaussian, there is a different width param-
eter, ~n = Y(wn), for ‘each frequency, w~, and the relative amplitudes for a given
frequency vary as

1(Z-zs. p—-

e2T~.

The width parameter varies with frequency as ~. = &e, where c is the velocity
and e is a width parameter. If c is the velocity of the medium at the surface, e/27r
expresses the width parameter in wavelengths.

4.2.3 Scattering Time Traces Step18

Once a block of traces is in memory, the traces are scattered to all nodes in the
compute partition. Specifically, each root node in an FFT communicator evenly
clistrilmtes traces to the other nodes in the FFT communicator.

18Subroutine: scatterDat~Files:scatterData.c
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The execution time for this one-to-all communication operation using a stan-
dard recursive bisection algorithm is

bnt gt
-t= pf(cl!c+ &~) (4.3)

.

seconds, where pf is the number of nodes in the FFT communicator.

4.2.4 Computing the Frequency !l?raceslg

The computation of the frequency traces is performed by all the nodes in the
compute partition (in all the FFT communicators). Each processor performs a
one-dimensional FFT of each trace that it holds. The execution time for the
standard real-to-complex FFT is

T’~=-y[Knt log~+C] (4.4)

seconds with constants K and C. Whenever possible, optimized vendor FFT rou-
tines are used for the Fourier transform, although the FFTPACK routines from
NetLib (http:/’/netlib.cs.utk. edu/) are provided as a default method for maximum
code portability.

4.2.5

In this
correct

Redistributing the Frequency Traces20

phase, the compute partition must reorder the data so that it is in the
format for the migration stage. This is accomplished by having every

processor in the compute partition scatter or distribute frequencies for its traces
to the other compute nodes, and copy received frequency data to its own frequency
array volume.

The frequency array volume is partitioned with respect to space and/or fre-
quency as indicated in Figure 28, where each processor has approximately ~ ~ &
grid points. Based on the processor grid partitioning in the Z, y, and w directions,
the x domain interval and the y domain interval of any processor can be deter-
mined. With this information, the processors globally determine the number of
traces that each processor should send and receive based on the (z, y) coordinates
of the traces and the selected frequency distribution. The frequency distribution
indicates how a frequency w is mapped onto pu processors in the w dimension of
the processor grid (see Table 1 for information on frequency distributions).

For the runtime communication analysis, this step involves an “almost” all-to-all
communication phase. Each compute processor in a specific tower communicator
determines the number of trace messages it should receive and posts the asyn-
chronous receives. A compute processor then sends a subset of each frequency

b

19Subroutines:iYtData,Fdes: fFtData.c
20Subroutines:scatterFrequencies;Fdes: scatterfieq.c
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trace to the appropriate processor based on the (z, y) location, which determines
the tower, and the frequency mapping that provides the specific processor level
in the tower. This is performed for each trace that a compute processor owns.
Finally, each subset frequency trace is received and inserted (added into thefre-
quencyarray volume, if phase encoding is used). Alowerbound estimate of the
execution time (assuming only frequency parallelism) is .

(4.5)

seconds, and tosimplify later analysis the following finearscatter formula is used

nu gu
t = bpu(a. ‘+ ~.—).

Pw
(4.6)

A slight improvement for some architectures may involve sending the entire fre-
quency trace to a specific base node in a tower (for each trace) for the initial step,
and performing an one to all redistribution in each tower independently as the sec-
ond step; this two step process can be used to provide an estimate of the runtime
when there is spatial parallelism.

4.2.6 READ_ TRACES Optimal Execution Time

The READ_ TRACES process is dominated by the 1/0 operations to read in the
trace data, so the run time is minimized when the communication and computa- .
tions are performed entirely in the background by the compute nodes; this is most
efficiently performed when the time spent by an 1/0 node equals the time spent
by an associated set of compute nodes in an FFT communicator. The processor
configuration required to achieve this situation is then determined by finding the
optimal ratio of compute nodes to 1/0 nodes (or the number of 1/0 nodes) given
a set of specific .&rchitecturaland problem dependent parameters [26].

This configuration is found by equating the time spent by the 1/0 nodes to read
the traces, Eq. (4.1), and transfer the traces to the compute partition, Eq.. (4.2),
with the time spent by the compute partition to distribute the traces, Eq. (4.3),
FFT the traces, Eq. (4.4), and scatter the frequencies, Eq. (4.6). The resulting
system is

% + @db(wgt) + CVC + @cb(m 9t) = (4.7)
b~gt

Pf(@c + &- ) + %TFFT+PW(%+BC
Pf Pf

y)) ,

and is simplified by using TFFT for the time to FFT the traces. The optimal
number of compute nodes, C@t, is then found by solving the quadratic equation
for pj:
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cw~ =
–b + ~m

2a
bntgt

a = aC+~C—
Pf
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(4.8)

b = –(cYd+~dbntgt+~.+&bnt9t)

C = b(T’= +IL(aC + & y)).

This model for the optimal ratio of compute to I/o nodes, Cvt, iscloselymatched

by experimental results obtained on an Intel Paragon, and additional information
on the model and validation experiments can be found in Oldfield et al. [26].

4.3 Migration

The main computational kernel of the Salvo algorithm is the migration which
consumes the majority of the runtime. The downward propagation of the source
and receiver wavefields is completed through the method of fractional steps where
separate terms are calculated such as the thin lens term, the x and y diffraction
terms, and the phase correction filter. These terms are computed during each depth
step and require the reading of the velocity model and writing of the seismic image.
However these 1/0 operations slow down the migration. To eliminate this cost, the
use of an 1/0 partition can hide the 1/0 through asynchronous reads and writes.
The overall computational flow is shown in Figure 27. In the following sections,
more details are supplied for the parallelization employed in the computational
kernel, and the velocity reading and image writing of the 1/0 partition.

4.3.1 Parallelization

There are two types of parallelism
parallelism. These two parallelisms

in Salvo: frequency parallelism and spatial
are illustrated by the processor cube in Fig-

ure 28, and can be used individually or in combination. In frequency parallelism,
each processor migrates a subset of the frequencies, and very little communication
is required. This communication is limited to distributing the velocity model to
all processors at the beginning of a migration step, and constructing the image
by summing images across the processors. These messages are passed through
tower communicators where every processor has a common spatial domain. The
limitations of frequency parallelism are the number of processors must be smaller
than the number of frequencies being processed, and each processor must store in
memory the full velocity plane and at least one frequency. These problems can
be mitigated when necessary by spatial parallelism in which the Z-Y domain is
distributed among processors. However a new problem arises – the tridiagonal
solves in the x and y directions must be parallelized. This introduces additional

b

.
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Fi~re27 Flow chart for the migration process, ALTG_5’PLIT, and the relation-
ship between the compute and 1/0 partitions. Possible communication to the
I/Opartitionisindicated by (*), andthe letter indicate thesource code forthat
operation.
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I(xl

(a) FYequencyParallelism (b) SpatialParallelism

Figure 28: Processor decomposition of the computational domain (n., ny, n.) for
(a) frequency parallelism with pw processors, and for (b) spatial parallelism with
PX and Pv processors.

communication and therefore produces lower parallel efficiencies than frequency
parallelism. Column and row communicators provide a means to pass tridiagonal
information between processors which have frequencies in common.

4.3.1.1 Frequency Parallelism 21 Because very little communication is re-
quired with frequency parallelism, very high parallel efficiencies are possible. Load
imbalances can be reduced by properly distributing the frequencies to each pro-
cessor. Figure 28(a) suggests that the easiest decomposition of frequencies to each
processor is a simple linear distribution (the first nti/pWfrequencies go to the first
processor, the second nU/pUfrequencies go to the second processor, etc.). This sim-
ple linear distribution assumes that each frequency, w, requires the same amount
of work (i. e., there are no load-balancing issues). This is true for most of the Salvo
algorithm; the exception is the Li filter.

Within the Li filter, evanescent energy is simply zeroed out to remove it from
the calculation, while the remaining energy is phase corrected, requiring additional
work. This disparity in work load is frequency dependent, and is roughly linear
with respect to frequency, however it does have some non-linear dependence. To
better load balance the processors, several frequency distribution schemes have
been implemented, which are listed in Table 1. The frequency distribution is
specified at compile time through -DFREQDIST (see Section 5.2.2).

Reverse Linear distribution places high frequencies on low numbered processors
and low frequencies on high numbered processors. Wrap distribution matches the

.

.

21Subroutine:simple distribution,reverse distribution,freq wrap,freq osq file: distribu-—
tion_methods.c –

— —
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Table 1: Frf
DistributionScheme

SimpleLinear

ReverseLinear
Wrap

Oscillate

cyclic

pency distribution schemes for frequency parallelism.
Description

Thefirstnw/pwfrequenciesgo to the fist processor,
thesecondnwjptifrequenciesgo to thesecondprocessor,etc.
Thereverseorderingof Siiple Linear
The firstprocessorgetsthefirstandlastfrequencies,
thesecondprocessorgetsthesecondandnextto lastfrequencies,etc.
Oncethelastprocessorhasits frequencies,the cyclestartsagainwith
thefirstprocessor.
Thelastprocessorgetsthelastfrequency,
thenextto lastprocessorgetsthenext to lastfrequency,etc.
Oncethefirstprocessorhasits frequency,thefirstprocessorgetsthe
nextfkequencyandthesecondprocessorgetsthenextfrequency,etc.
Fust processorreceivesfrequenciesO,PW,2PW,etc.,whilethe ith
processorreceivesfrequenciesi,pW-1-i,2pW+ i, etc.

least and most work intensive frequencies on one processor and the next pair of
least and most work intensive frequencies on the next processor, and so on. This is
continued and each processor may get several pairings. This pairing is optimal if
the work load is a linear function of frequency and there are no remaining frequen-
cies. If there are remaining frequencies, they are distributed so that no processor
has more than one additional frequency compared to the other processors. A prob-
lem with this distribution is that any remaining frequencies (load imbalances) are
the middle frequencies, and are relatively expensive compared to low frequencies.

The Oscillate distribution tries to have any remaining frequencies be the rela-
tively inexpensive low frequencies. By distributing the high frequencies first, the
last frequencies to be distributed are the low frequencies. The distribution is a
simple v-cycle starting with the highest frequency to the last processor, and con-
tinues to the first processor (the down cycle). The first processor gets the next
frequency and continues to the last processor (the up cycle). This up and down
cycle continues until all the frequencies are distributed.

The Cyclic distribution maps the frequencies in a cyclic manner among the
processor levels; for this mapping, processor POhas frequencies O,PU,2PW,.... while
processor pi has frequencies i, PU+ i, 2PU+ i,..., etc, when there are pu processors.
This mapping scheme is not as efficient as the wrap or oscillate mappings, but
is designed specifically for use with the reduced-source frequency migration (see
Section 3.7).

If the Li filter is not used, any of the distribution schemes work equally well.
However if the Li filter is used, either the Wrap or Oscillate distribution schemes
should be used for efficiency reasons. Both of these methods have performed well
during normal runs.
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Processors

I 1

I 3 2 1

I 1
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Time ●

● — Forward Sweep

● — Backward Sweep

Figure 29: Schematic ofpipeline tridiagonal solves.

4.3.1.2 Spatial Parallelism 22 Spatial parallelism introduces a new problem
related to the tridiagonal solves. Since tridiagonal solves begin at one boundary
and forward sweep to the other (and backward sweep across the domain again),
spatial decomposition requires communication between the processors during the
serial process of tridiagonal solves. The parallelization of a single tridiagonal solve
can not achieve high parallel efficiencies because of this serial nature. However in
the partial solution, this difficulty can be circumvented because there are many
tridiagonal systems to solve. Not only are there one tridiagonal solve for each grid
line (nz + nu solves), but there are also tridiagonal solves for each frequency, W,
for a total of nU(nZ+ ng) tridiagonal solves. To obtain higher parallel efficiencies,
a pipeline is setup as schematically shown in Figure 29.

In the first stage of the pipeline, processor zero starts on a set of tridiagonal
solves. Once it completes its portion of the forward sweep, it passes the necessary
coefficients to processor one. In the second stage of the pipeline, processor one
continues the first set of tridiagonal solves, while processor zero starts a second set
of tridiagonal solves. This process continues until all of the processors are busy
computing forward sweeps. Once processor three completes its first forward sweep,
it begins the backward sweep, and passes back through the pipeline the necessary
coefficients for the backward sweep. This continues until all the tridiagonal solves
have been completed. These four processors in Figure 29 are an example of a
column or row communicator for spatial parallelism.

●

✎

22Subroutines:tridagjpipe single,pipe start, pipe middle,pipe_return;files: tridag.F,
pipe_single.F,pipe_start.F,p~pe_middle.F7pipe_retu-.F
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There are two major sources of inefficiencies in the pipelined tridiagonal solves:
idle time associated with filling and emptying the pipeline (the end processors
are sitting idle waiting for their first forward sweep), and communication time
associated with the message-passing between processors (a single tridiagonal solve
has a very short message (1 or 2 variables), causing too many message startups).
The optimal number of tridiagonal solves in a set is determined by minimizing the
overhead time associated with communication and idle time.

To reduce the overhead time, the message sizes can be increased (and therefore
reduce the number of startups) by blocking together many tridiagonal solves and
passing several forward sweeps and several backward sweeps at once [32].. If too
many solves are blocked, the time to fill and empty the pipeline is too long. The
overhead time, TW~T= T~m + Tpipej(where T-m is communication time, and
Tpjpeis the idle pipeline time) can be minimized by selecting the number of tridi-
agonal solves per block, h First expressions for both Zumm and Tm-pe need to be

constructed.
Assuming the problem is decomposed by p= x p. processors in the s~atial di-

rections and pw processors in the frequency
solves completed by each processor is

(nz
N.olve. = ~+

directi&, the number of tr~diagonal

)

%1 n~—
Py z“

The time to send forward and backward messages for b solves is (2~ + 24t@) (2
complex variables, or 16 bytes, for the forward sweep, and one complex variable,
or 8 bytes, for the backward sweep), where a is the message latency (seconds) and
/3 is the inverse of the bandwidth (seconds/byte). Thus communicating Nsoloes/~
messages, the communication time is

To characterize the pipeline time, half the time for the end processor to receive its
first message will be used,

where NWWkis the number of operations required for one grid point during the
tridiagonal solve and ~ is the time to complete “a floating point operation. The
optimal block size, bminj can be determined by constructing Tmer and solving
~m.r/8b = O;

[

4N~Olve~cu

1

1/2

b-
““– A?wmk (n=+ ny) ‘y + X (p. + Py) ~ .

By assuming nz = ny, p. = Py and N~~@~T >> 24P.& bmin Sim@fieS to

bmin=[&%:l”2
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Figure 30: Comparison of predicted
times for three sample problems.

optimum block size, b~jn, and computer run

It should be noted that b~in is not dependent on nZ or ~ in this expression,
thus the blocklng size is weakly dependent on the problem size or the computer
bandwidth. However it is dependent on the length of the pipeline, px, the number
of frequencies on each processor, nW/pW,and the ratio of the message latency and
the time for a floating point operation, a/~. (The machine dependent parameters
a, ~, and y in Salvo are set in salvo\src\include\machine_ speed.inc).

In Figure 30, three samples problems are shown with varying block size, b.
The predicted optimum, bmin, compares very well with the minimum determined
bv comrmter experiment. One important fact from Figure 30 is that pipelining a

“

single t~idiagon~ solve is quite expensive and therefore should be avoided.
model for bmin has been incorporated into Salvo23 and may be overridden
user-supplied value for bmin (see Section 5.4.1.3).

4.3.2 Reading the Velocity Mode124

This
by a

The migration portion of the algorithm is dominated by the computation of the
wavefield propagation. However the velocity model must read and interpolated for
each depth step. This 1/0 should not hinder the computations, so it is desirable to
use an 1/0 partition to perform 1/0 in the background maximizing the efficiency

‘subroutine mig_split;He mig_split.c
‘subroutines: migrate,init_vel, read_vel, process_io_requests,extract, prepare_pkme;

iiles:migrate.F,init_vel.c,read_vel.c,process_io_requests.c,extract.c,prefetch.c

.
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of the compute
steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Read the
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partition. “Reading the velocity model is divided into four distinct

velocity plane for the next depth step, z, from the parallel file
system (if necessary).

Construct the full velocity plane on each 1/0 node.

Interpolate and send the requested portion of the velocity model to the base
node of each tower in the compute partition.

.

Broadcasting the velocity plane up each tower in the compute partition.

A non-blocking request from the base node of each tower in the compute partition
initiates the reading of velocity plane. Once the 1/0 partition receives” all the
combined individual requests for the next velocity plane, the data for the velocity
plane is read from the disks by the 1/0 partition (step 1). Each depth plane of
the velocity model is distributed evenly to each disk in the parallel file system (the
z-g plane is partitioned along the y axis as shown in Appendix C.2), so the 1/0
nodes evenly read from the disks in parallel. The time to read the velocity plane
from the parallel file system is

nv,znv,y9
t=~d+~d

Pio

where ad is the disk latency, l/Pal is the disk bandwidth, nv,z ~d %,y me the x
and y dimensions of the velocity model plane, g is the number of bytes per velocity
element, and pio is the number of nodes performing 1/0. If the required depth z is
located between two currently stored velocity pl~es, Z@ and ~bottom, then no read

is required from the velocity model. In other words, two planes horn the velocity
model are maintained so that Zbottom < z < Z@, which facilitates ~terpolation in
the z direction if the velocity model and migration domain do not have common
depth levels. The interpolation in the z direction is a simple linear interpolation on
the ‘(slowness” (i. e., the inverse of the acoustic velocity). This produces a velocity
plane at the desired depth, z, in the migration algorithm, but still has not been
interpolated in the x and y dimensions.

The second step is to combine the planes from each of the 1/0 nodes to form the
full velocity plane. The velocity plane is divided evenly (along the g axis) among
each of the 1/0 nodes in contiguous planes and is combined via an all-to-one gather,
i.e., MPI_Allgather 123]. The standard implementatio’n of the all-gather routine
is simply a gather followed by a broadcast. Once this operation is complete each
1/0 node has a copy of the full velocity plane. The time to perform this operation
is

‘Vxnvy‘) + (lO&PiO)(Q’.+ B.nUz‘W g)t= (piO-l-)(CY. +B. _
IJio

,., , . -- , . ~<=,... .—,-~,, ,,,..,, ‘.Tr’v:~?T--rT . . . - —, .- .-, . , , --+7.,, , . . . . . . . ..- ------ --- .- 1
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with ac representing the network communication latency and 1/& representing
the network communication bandwidth.

The third step in the velocity reading stage requires sending each compute node
at the base of a tower the requested portion”of the velocity plane. Embedded in the
original velocity model request is information about which section of the velocity
plane is required by that compute node and the grid to place it in. Generally
the velocity model is on a much coarser grid than the migration grid. So in this
case the velocity plane is interpolated to the correct grid before it is sent to a
compute node. For grid points on the interior of the velocity plane, a simple
linear interpolation is performed on the “slowness” to obtain the acoustic velocity
at the desired migration points. For grid points outside the velocity plane, an
extrapolation from the nearest grid points is used. The interpolation of a velocity
plane requires

1
t = -&(5nv. nvy+ 7ny + 24nz ny)-f

seconds with l/y as the processing rate measured in floating point operations per
second and nz and nv corresponding to the migration grid dimensions. The time
needed to send the extracted velocity plane to a compute node is

t=a.+pc
nx ny 9

PxPy

seconds, where pz and pv are the x and y dimensions of the processor grid.
Finally, the base node of each tower broadcasts its portion of the velocity plane

up the tower. The time for this step is

nx ny 9t = (logpu) (a.+ /3.
PzPy

).

In the situation without an 1/0 partition, a set of compute nodes are designated
as 1/0 nodes using as many nodes as there are velocity files. These 1/0 nodes
perform the same steps in reading the velocity as in the 1/0 partition case except
that the first two steps are no longer performed in the background (i. e., no longer
independently prefetching/reading the data for the next depth step).

4.3.3 Writing or Stacking the Image25

As with the read velocity operation, the writing or stacking of the image plane is
performed during the migration of the seismic data. Specifically, after each depth
step, the new z-y image plane is written to disk or is stacked (or added) with a
previously created image file and then written to disk. The objective again is to
perform the 1/0 in the background as much as possible.

25Subroutines: migrate, write ace, stack_img, process_io_request,
form_io_stack; files:migrate.F,myte_acc.c,stack.c,process_io_request.c,

ioWriteImg, per-
wr.ite.c
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Writing the image plane to disk is similar to the inverse of the read velocity
operation. After the image is summed over all frequencies (i. e., summation to the
base node of each processor tower), the base node sends its portion of the image
plane to the 1/0 partition through its designated 1/0 node. The 1/0 partition
then constructs the full image plane on the root 1/0 node via an all-to-one gather
operation, scatters the full image plane to each node in the 1/0 partition with
a broadcast, and finally writes the image to the file system, with each 1/0 node
independently writing to disk its contiguous subset of the image plane.

The communication time for gathering the image plane from the base node of
each tower is

t = a!. + Bc(n;z:vg).

The time required to scatter the entire image plane to each node in the 1/0 par-
tition is

t=(p~o-l)(clc+~c
nz ny 9

Pio
).

And finally, the time for each 1/0 node to write the data to disk is

t=~d+~d
nx ny 9

Pio “

Through the use of an 1/0 partition, the 1/0 can be performed concurrently with
the migration, and the only overhead arises through sending the image plane from
the compute partition to the 1/0 partition. Writing the image file is essentially the
same for both frequency and spatial parallelism, except that in the case of spatial
parallelism multiple tower base nodes will send their portions of the image to the
1/0 partition instead of a single node sending the entire image plane. For the
case without an 1/0 partition, each base node in the tower communicator writes
their individual images to a separate file (resulting in PXpy files of size ~ that “

partition the spatial domain); this is the ordy exception to the default partitioning
of the file data along the g-axis of the migration domain (Section C.2).

The output image can be stacked on the fly with a previously migrated image.
This stacking process involves a similar procedure with the addition that the spec-
ified stack file image plane must be read in and stacked or added to the current
migration image plane. The stacking process is currently restricted to frequency
parallelism (spatial parallelism defaults to writing the image instead of stacking).
When using an 1/0 partition, the base node in’ the tower communicator sends
the full migration image plane to the 1/0 partition. In the background, the 1/0
partition reads in the stack file image plane and determines the new domain that
results from the stack file and the current migration shot. Using the new domain
information, the 1/0 nodes request the currently migrated image plane from the
compute partition, so that it conforms to the file partitioning (along the g-axis
of the new file domain) used to write out the new-stacked image pkme. The 1/0

.. ,.__..-.. ~me.,.,.
-..,, .
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partition reads in the stack file in the optimal manner from disk (to achieve maxi-
mum parallel 1/0 bandwidth), but this data may require redistribution to align it
with the new file partitioning for the new domain. This redistribution is designed
to obtain maximal 1/0 bandwidth and to conserve memory usage, but some par-
allelism is sacrificed in the process; the possibly large memory requirements are
given primary emphasis in this situation. For the case without an 1/0 partition,
the tower base node in the compute partition performs the necessary steps for
stacking.

The runtime t for performing the stacking operation with an 1/0 partition of
size piO (ignoring the addition operations) is approximately

.

,

t = [a.+@c( =)] + [Cl!,+p, m]+[(p~o– I)(ac+bc %%9)1 + [ad +pd%%9]

PZPY Pio Pio Pio

with Firepresenting the dimensions from the stack file domain and ii representing
the dimensions for the new file domain after stacking; the four terms represent:
(1) transfer of data from compute to 1/0 partition, (2) reading the stack file image
plane, (3) redistribution of the stack file data plane (worst case), and (4) writing
the new image plane to disk. The first term for the time t is the only one that
cannot be performed in the background of the migration computation. Without an.
1/0 partition the runtime t only includes the second and fourth terms (let pio = 1).

.
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Figure 31: The Salvo directory tree for the software distribution.

5 Salvo User’s Guide

The general purpose of this section is to provide documentation on how to setup,
compile and run Salvo. In the following sections, details of the software distribution
and Salvo directory structure are provided, steps for compiling and porting the
Salvo software are presented, performance results are discussed, and Salvo’s input
and output data are explained.

5.1 Software Distribution

As documented in Section 1, the Salvo software may be available for distribution
through Sandia National Laboratories. The contact information for David Womble
and Curtis Ober is in Section 1 and they should be contacted for the current status
of the Salvo software.

The Salvo software distribution is contained in a single file which is a com-
pressed tar file, salvo.tar.gz, and is approximately w 290 Mb in size. The uncom-
pressed files are N 325 Mb in size and additional disk space will be needed for
seismic data sets. The Salvo distribution should be moved to the desired directory
for decompression, ‘ungzip salvo.tar.gz’, and extraction, ‘tar xvf salvo. tar’. Figure
31 shows the resulting Salvo directory tree. Most directories include a README
file that provides useful information on the contents of the directory.

The bin\ directory contains the Salvo and utility executable after compilation.

I
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Access to the Salvo executable and utility programs is most convenient if the binary
directory areincluded intheuser’s path which is set in the .cshrc file (e.g., ‘set
path= ($path/usr/gjetisen/salvo/bin)’). Thedocs\ directory contains postscript
copies of various conference papers and this document, Salvo: Seismic Imaging
Software for Complex Geologies.

Detailed documentation on all of the Salvo routines and utilities is provided via
man page documentation in the man/ directory. To utilize the man page facilities
the MANPATH environment variable (usually set in the .cshrc file) should be set
to include the directory salvo\man (e.g., ‘setenv MANPATH ${MANPATH}:/usr/
gjertsen/salvo/man’). Information on a specific Salvo routine or utility is sim-
ply obtained on the Unix command line with the command ‘man routine_ name”’
The man pages are fully installed with the Salvo distribution, but information
on regenerating or further customizing the man pages is located in the directory
salvo/man/src.

The src\ directory contains the Salvo source code and the Makefiles to compile
the code. Information on compiling Salvo is contained in subsequent sections.
Directories in src\ contain source code for initialization and execution control
(driver\ and init\), for reading and distributing seismic data (readTraces/ and
segyio\), for migration (mig_ split\), for 1/0 during migration (io_partition/ and
read_ vel/), and for miscellaneous tasks and information (gdl.2/ and include\).

The Salvo utilities, located in the utils/ directory, are used for preprocessing
input files to Salvo and post processing the output files from Salvo. These utilities
are quite useful but are not meant for industrial processing. All of the utilities
are listed in Appendix D.1 with a brief summary of their function. Additional
information on each utility can be obtained from the man pages by using ‘man
utdity_ name’ on the Unix command line.

Lastly a set of validation problems are provided in the directory, VaZidation–
Suzle/. This suite of problems contains all the input data (e.g., parameter files,
source traces, receiver traces,” and velocity model) required by Salvo to run the
impulse and Marmousi problems discussed in the validation section, Section 6.
Additionally the suite contains reference images to verify a working version of
Salvo. The SEG/EAGE Salt model data sets, discussed in Section 6, are not part
of the software distribution. Although these data sets are too large to be included,
interested people should contact David Womble or Curtis Ober (see pg. 7) for
availability of these data sets.

5.2 Compiling and Porting

Before beginning to port and compile Salvoj three other pieces of software are
required: a Fortran compiler, a C compiler and MPI. Most computer vendors
supply Fortran and C compilers, however a few vendors do not supply a version
MPI for their computers. If one is not available, MPICH is a recommended public
version which is distributed by Argonne National Laboratories. MPICH can be
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downloaded from http://www.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/index.himl or via anonymous FTP
at fip. mcs. anl.gov under /pub/mpi~mpich.tar.Z.

Once the compilers and MPI are located and setup, Salvo can be compiled.
Although the total algorithm is over 48,000 lines of C and Fortran code, compiling
Salvo is very simple. Salvo has been ported to a variety of platforms: Intel Paragon,
IBM SP2, Cray T3E and T3D, SGI Origin 2000, SUN Ultras, Sandia’s CPlant(tm),
DEC 8400, and a network of workstations. These ports only took hours to perform
and generally obtained very high performance. Generating a Salvo executable is a
two step process: setting up the environment file and compiling the Salvo source
code with ‘make’.

Environment files, located in salvo/src/environment/x. envj define the compi-
lation flags and libraries for the architecture. Before trying to make the Salvo
executable, one environment file must be selected for compilation by setting the
environment variable, TARGET. For example, if an executable for an SGI platform
is desired, ‘setenv TARGET sgi’ (note: omit the .env extensiori) will set the cor-
rect compilation flags and libraries definitions for the Makefile. “Ifthe environment
variable, TARGET, is not set, an error similar to the following will occur when
‘make’ is executed.

Makefile:33: environments/.env: No such file or directory
make: *** No rule to make target ‘environments/. env’. Stop.

An example environment file is shown in Figure 32. The DEFINES variable con-
tains Salvo compilation flags, while most of the machine dependent compiler flags
are specified by the OPT# variables. The OPT# variables are used for different
levels of optimization for different computational kernels. The remainder of the
environment file specifies the compilers, libraries, and include (header) files. The
last set of statements provides the general compiler commands. This is used unless
specific compilation commands are provided for individual files.

If an environment file for the desired computing platform does not exist in
salvo/src/environments, then the following steps should be followed for the new
architecture.

1.

2.

Copy an environment file from a similar architecture to the new environment
file, e.g., ‘ cp arch.env new_ arch.env.’ Remember to set TABGET to the
new architecture, ‘setenv TARGET new_ arch’.

Edit the environment file to configure the platform compilers, optimization
flags, include flags, libraries, and desired configuration defines from Sec-
tion 5.2.2. Changes may be necessary to use the platform specific version
of MPI. In addition, the new architecture should be defined in the environ-
ment file, i.e., ‘DEFINES = -Dnew_ arch.’

-,7. , ,.,. --’ ,.-,-—.-. .. . .—.>../,--- . ., —., x .- . ., “...r,. -.-.,-.
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# . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=..= . . . . . ...=......=.=...................==.========
#==------- -. . . . . ..=... ~=====. . . . . ..== . . . . . ..==a .......=....=..=....=.======.

j Cop~”ght1998SandiaCorporation.Underthetermsof Contract
# DE-AC04-94AU5000, there is a non-axdudve license for use of
# thii wok by or on behaif of the U.S. Government.
##===---___=.=... =======. ...====..=========.=..=========.=..==============
# .=__===... ====..=========...==....=..=.========.=....=.=============

; Al&ing o! DEFINEe, their definitione, and eetIings is provided
# in the envImnmenWREADME file.
#

#Salvo Compiler Flags
DEFINES1 =
DEFINES2 = S(DEFINES1 ) -n32 -DSGI -DFORTRAN_UNDERSCORE -DEXPTL
DEFINES = .$(DEFINES2) -DEQN=65-DBCS=4 -D~BDA=2 -DDEBUG=O‘DOuTF’lfT=3

# Compiler Optimization
0PT8 =-03 -OPTxfiv_spliiONtiet_comple~ONflEEE_arfthmeti=2~ON \

-TARG@etforrn=ip28qmceeaoH10000
#These are set for migs.pliiakefile
0P17 =-03 -OPTxiii_apliiONfeet_compIe=ONJEEE_arfthmeti=2~ON \

-TARG@tfonn=ip28 mceasomfOOOO
$0PT9 =-03 -OPTxfiv_spht=O fiaUompIex=ONdEEE_arithmeti=2~ON \

-TARGmlatforrn=iD28 mrocaeSOW10000

# Includes, Libraries, and Linker

# l-inkin MPICtf veraion of MPI (-32) =====================
# INCLUDES= -L./include -UNeUpemshvevWatimpicMnclude \
# -t/Net/ eme/weve/acWmpichllibflRlX3Zch_@
# UBS Ii= -L/ etipeco~wave/acfUmpichllibflRlX3Zdr_p4 \
# /uer/iib32/iibcom iib.egimafh.a -impich -Iffn -!m \
# -lcomplib.egima~ -lmalio&aa
# UBS = -lJNeUpemshvave/actUmpicWfibflRlX3ZCh
# -?’/usr/iib32/libmmplib.egimatfr.a -Impkir -Hpe -Ic - m -Htn

,======

# LINK =cc-32-v -
# ----------------------------------------------------------------- ,====

#Link in MPICH version of MPi (-n32) ======:=============================
INCLUDES = -1.Jinclude -f/Net/pema/weve/acfdmpiWhrciude \

-U14etipemehveve/acWmpicMbflRiXN32/dr_P4
#uBs = -L/Net/pemeAveve/acti/mpich/iiMRlXN3Zch-p4 \
# /uar/lib32/libmmplibagimath.e -Impidr -Hpa -Ic -im -Iftn
UBS = -L/Net/pemeAveve/actUmpichllIb/lRlXN3ZCh_@ \

/usr/lib32/libmmDhb.e!rimath.-s0 -lmpich -If@ -ic -brr-Iftrr
UNK =cc-n32-v - -
# .re..=.=.- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# Link in SGI’S veraion of MPI ===...=.=====...=...==== . ...=.=.=.=========
#INCLUDES =-L/include
# Ltss = /usr/iib32/mipWlibmpiao /usr/lib32/mips4/iibmmpiIb.egimaUra \
# -ifpe -Ic-lm -lftn
# UNK = cc-n32 -v
# .===----------_---- . ..=== ==. . . . ...===....======....=..=.====..==============

# Amhiir
:Fl[l$rGS = -cr

EXIT_CMD = cp salvo .Jbinleelvo; nn -f salvo; edro ‘Done!’

UBRARY = $(DiRECTORY)a

.SUFFIXES : .C.C .f .F

.C.o:
$(cc) $(CFLAGS) S(iNCLLIDES) ‘c S<

.f.o :
s(Fi7) $(OPT8) .$(FFLAGS) S(INCLUDES) ‘C S<

.F.o :
$(m) S(OPT8) S(FFLAGS) $(lNCMD=) = S’

,

Figure 32: A environment file for an SGI Indigo2 with R1OOOOprocessor.
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The native platform FFT libraries can be utilized by configuring the en-
vironment file properly and editing the files salvo\src\readT~acei~&Data. c
and salvo\src\mig_ split/’’lter_ li.F. In &Data. c the routine flData uses one-
dimensional real-to-complex FFTs, while for jilter_ li.F the routine phase_
correction uses one-dimensional complex-to-complex FFTs. The native FFT
routines should be included so that they are only invoked when ‘new_ arch’
is defined for the preprocessor.

To compile Salvo, the ‘make’ command is invoked in the salvo/src directory. The
Makefile structure for Salvo is a simple two-level recursive make call. The top-
level Makefile includes the TYMIGllZ’ environment file, and recursively calls the
Makefiles in each of the source directories below salvo!src. During the compilation,
the dependence of each file is checked to determine which files need recompilation
because of their dependence on other files (e.g., include and library files). Each
lower-level Makefile creates directory library files, *.a, for all the object files within
its directory. The object files tie left in each directory for later recompilation.
The linking of all the libraries occurs in the top-level Makefile, which additionally
places the Salvo executable in the salvo/bin directory. If a complete recompilation
is desired, the ‘make clean’ command will remove all the object and library files,
and the ‘make’ command will compile Salvo again.

The syntax checkers, lint (for C) and ftnchek (for Fortran), were used to im-
prove portability through enforcing standard syntax usage and variable initializa-
tion. In general, the 1/0 tasks are written in C and and the computational tasks
are written in Fortran. Therefore lint generally checks the 1/0 portions of Salvo
and ftnchek checks the computational portions of Salvo. The C source code can
be checked by setting the environment variable, TARGET, to lint (i.e., ‘setenv
TARGET lint’) and recompiling with the ‘make’ command. Files with the lint
extension will be created for each C file and can be reviewed for any inconsis-
tencies. The Fortran source code can be checked by using the ftnchek software
(http://netlib2. cs.utk.edu/fotiran/finchek.tgz). A script, run ftnchek, is provided
in the salvo/src/mig_ split directory. This directory contains ~most all the Fortran
source code. The output from ftnchek is placed in ftnchek. output.

The following is a summary check list for compiling Salvo: (This list is shown
for the environment file, generic. env, but others can be substituted.)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Set the environment variable, TARGET. ‘setenv TARGET generic’

Modify the environment file; generic. env, for the desired architecture, the
native FFTs (if needed) and Salvo capabilities.

Edit the Salvo files, salvo/’src/readTraces/’Data. c and salvo/src\mig_ split/

jilter_ li.F, to incorporate native FFT libraries (if needed).

Compile Salvo with ‘make’.
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5. Validate Salvo executable. (see Section 6).

5.2.1 Tips for Optimization

Salvo can obtain very high performance because of the numerical algorithms se-
lected, careful implementation, and the ability to use the highest optimization
flags, such as -04 and -fast. For the C code, the high optimization flags are not
required to obtain good performance. However for the Fortran coding, the use of
high optimization can make a drastic difference in performance. In general, low
optimization flags should be set in the environment file initially. Once a working
version of Salvo is confirmed using the validation suite, higher optimization flags
should be tried. It should be noted that often only one or two routines prevent
all of Salvo to be compiled at the highest optimizations. These routines should be
compiled at lower optimizations while the remainder compiled at high levels. An
example of this is shown in Figure 32. The OPT9 is used for a few files in the
mig_ split/ directory (see also the mig_ split/Makefile).

When the Li filter is used, a major portion of the runtime is spent on fast
Fourier transforms (FFTs). Thus it is important to have a good FFT library.
As a default, the NetLib FFTPACK is provided however many vendors supply
optimized FFT libraries for their computers. These should be used when possible.

The user should also look at the Salvo compiler flags specified in the their
environment file for possible improvements. One important Salvo compiler flag
should be invoked if possible, EXPTL. This flag replaces the Fortran complex
exponential provided by the compiler with a table lookup of the sine and/or cosine
function with one Newton iteration to calculate the complex exponential. This
replacement saves 90!?10of the runtime for the thin-lens calculations of Eq. (3.4).
It is also used in the Li filter for additional savings.

5.2.2 Compilation Flags and Options

The following Salvo compiler flags can be set or defined in the environment file to
customize Salvo performance and capabilities. The compiler flags are defined for
both the Fortran and C code sections unless otherwise noted.

BCS=type Defines the type of boundary conditions to be used on the domain’s
side boundaries. Valid types are: (0) Dirichlet with zero value, (1) Neu-
mann with zero slope, (2) Clayton and Engquist absorbing conditions, (3)
University of Texas at Dallas absorbing boundary condition which are only
implemented for two-dimensional problems and the 65 degree equation, and
(4) Liyang Xu’s absorbing boundary condition. The default type for BCS
is 4. Not all combinations of BCS and EQN work together. BCS=2 and
BCS=4 work with all values of EQN. However, Xu’s boundary conditions
(BCS=4) are tuned for EQN=65. For spatial parallelism only BCS=2 and .
BCS=4 are defined. This is defined for the Fortran coding.
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COEF_SEP Perform the coefficient generation and tridiagonal solve in two sep-
arate steps. The default operation is to generate the coefficients and perform
the forward sweep of the tridiagonal solve in one pass through the data. This
is defined for the Fortran coding. Useful if vendor supplies an optimized tridi-
agonal solve, see SP2.

CPLANT Specifies coding for Sandia CPlant(tm) (e.g., the FFT routines).

DEBUG=n Sets Salvo debugging level, using O < n <5, where all debugging
output is turned off at n = Oand the most debugging output is at n = 5. If
DEBUG is undefined, then the default is n = O.

DEC_FFTS Use the DXML FFT library routines provided by DEC.

DEC8400 Specifies coding for the DEC8400.

DEC8400_ERR_OFF Useful flag for DEC8400 difficulties with MPI’s Wait-
some in scatterReq.c. Allows code to continue execution even though MPI
error flags are generated in MPI_Waitsome, which would normally halt exe-
cution immediately (with the default MPI error handler). This is defined in
the C code.

EQN=num Defines the migration equation with the propagation angle. Valid
values are: 5, 15, 45, 60, 65, or 75. If EQN is not defined with one of these
values or is not defined at all, the 65 degree equation is used. This is defined
for the Fortran coding.

EXPTL Use the complex exponential calculation provided by Salvo. Salvo uses
a table of the sine function and one step of a Newton iteration to determine
the sine and cosine values of the complex exponential. This is defined for the
Fortran coding.

FFTPACK Indicates use of the FFT package horn NetLib, FFTPACK. This
overrides use of all other architecture defines for the FFT routines and is the
default selection.

FORTRAN_ UNDERSCORE Allows C routines called from Fortran (or vice
versa) to have an underscore added to the end of the subroutine name. Ma-
chines currently known to need this include the DEC Alpha, Sunj Paragon,
SGI, and ASCI Red TFLOP.

FREQDIST=n Determines the type of frequency distribution or mapping to
use for the migration. The types of mappings include: (0) simple linear, (1)
reverse of simple linear, (2) frequency wrap, (3) oscillatory, and (4) cyclic
distribution. If FREQDIST is not defined, then the oscillatory mapping
(n=3) is the default. Refer to Table 1 for additional information on the
currently defined mappings.
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GAUSSIAN Indicates that aspatiN Gaussim source distribution should begen-
erated for the source pressure field instead of a single point source. See
Section 5.4.1.2 for additional information on this option.

LAMBDA=n Specifies the compact finite difference coefficient function tobe
used. Valid values include: (n=O) standard discretization without any com-
pact finite differences, (n=l) constant coefficient, ~= 0.14867881, (n=2) Lin-
ear variation with respect to frequency, and (n=3) quadratic variation with
respect to frequency. The default LAMBDA is 1, constant coefficient. If the
Li filter is used, LAMBDA can be set to 1, 2 or 3. However if LAMBDA=2
or 3, it is possible to generate small oscillations along the boundaries in some
problems. With the Graves and C1ayton filter, one should use LAMBDA =
2 or 3 to reduce dispersion.

LI_NOCOPY If LI_NOCOPY is defined, the computational domain is ex-
tended to prevent copying of the wavefield to another two-dimensional tem-
porary array of size nZz x nYz. The domain is first padded by 20% and then
additionally padded to the next radix of 2, 3, and 5. This additional padding
prevents wrap-around (in the x and y directions) in the Li filter. Wrap-
around is due to the assumption of periodic functions within the FFTs. The
costs here are that the computational domain is increased and additional
work is performed in the thin-lens and diffraction routines. However the
Li filter correction is applied to the wavefield in place thus avoiding costly
copying of the wavefield. The domain must be defined large enough so that
reflections do not impinge on the boundary. If LI_NOCOPY is not defined,
each frequency is copied to a temporary array of size nZ2 x nY2,where the
domain sizes nz2 and nvz are padded by 20% and then additionally padded
to the next radix of 2, 3, and 5. These copies can be expensive. Because part
of the domain is clipped during the copy back to the space domain, there is
littIe concern about oscillatory growth at the boundaries

L_ ENDIAN Little Endian (DEC, Intel). If this environment flag is defined, the
segyio library byteswaps any SEGY data during the reads.

NOWRAP Performs the reduction of temporal wrap-around calculation, which
removes the wavefield signal after it has been imaged once. This is only
needed if the trace signals are very short or “smiles” are expected to interfere
with deeper events. This is defined for the Fortran coding.

OUTPUT=n The amount of output providing statistical information and var-
ious information on the processes is controlled by the compilation define
-DOUTPUT=n for O s n s 5. All output is suppressed at level n = O and
all output is generated at the highest output level n = 5.

PARA Specifies coding for the Intel Paragon (e.g., FFT routines).
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REDUCED SRC Enable reduced-source migration. When this flag is set, an

SP2

SGI

SGI

additional line of parameters are read at the end the MIG_ SPLIT section of
the input deck. Section 5.4.1.3 provides additional details on this technique.

Specifies coding for the IBM SP2 (e.g., FFT routines).

Specifies coding for SGIS (e.g., FFT routines).

64 Specifies coding for SGI 64 bit architecture such as with the FFT rou-
tines and defines for d_real and others.

SUN Specifies coding for SUNS (e.g., FFT routines).

TIMELINE Outputs timeline stamps with each node writing to its own file.

T3D (or T3E) Specific coding for the Cray T3D and T3E, e.g., FFT routines.

VELOCITY Output the interpolated velocity model used by Salvo during mi-
gration. This is defined for the Fortran coding.

WRITE_GIF Indicates that GIF image slices should be generated during the
migration using the gdl.2 package.

XTRA_SYNC Helps prevent Salvo from hanging when running with extremely
large poststack problems (in diflract.F). This is defined for the Fortran cod-
ing.

5.3 Performance Results

5.3.1 1/0 During Reading of Tkaces

Parallel 1~0 bandwidth depends on the number of independent disks or RAIDs. If
there are multiple independent disks or RAIDs, then the user can utilize them by
spreading the files across these disks and using the same number of 1/0 nodes as
disks; essentially the files are being striped across the disks manually. This tech-
nique accelerates Salvo’s trace input phase especially for large poststack migration
runs, and may be useful for writing or stacking the image and reading the velocity
model when using large numbers of processors. The user should consult Section
4.2.6 for determining the optimal number of compute to 1/0 processors for the
READ_ TRACES process.

5.3.2 1/0 During Migration

The overall runtime during migration is dominated by the computations, but the
1/0 can noticeably impact the overall performance when using a large number
of frequency processors (pW>> 1) without an 1/0 partition. This effect is demon-
strated in Figure 33. This figure plots the predicted run times for both the 1/0 and
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Figure 33: Calculated execution time for one migration depth step of the North
Sea data set. The solid line is the execution time for the compute partition while
the dashed line is the overlapped execution time for the 1/0 partition.

compute partitions, which closely correspond to the actual run times on an Intel
Paragon [26]. Normally an 1/0 partition is utilized and this would hide or overlap
the execution time required by the 1/0 nodes. The impact of an 1/0 partition
becomes significant (for this problem) when pw ~ 64, and would approximately
increase the total run time 3070 if an 1/0 partition was not used with pu = 128.

5.3.3 Parallel Efficiencies

To test the computational performance of Salvo, a simple impulse problem similar
to those shown in Tables 5 and 6 was run on the Intel Paragon. Spatial parallelism
was tested by setting p~ = 1 and varying the number of processors in the z and
y directions, PZ x PY, and the number of grid points, n~ x ng. The total number
of grid points was selected to remain roughly the same number of grid points on
each processor (i. e., scaled-problem size). For frequency parallelism, the number
of processors in the w direction, pu, was varied while keeping PXx py = 1 and the
total number of frequencies, nW= 128, constant (i. e., fixed-problem size).

Efficiencies for the impulse run are shown in Table 2. For spatial parallelism,
the parallel efficiency drops to 71% for a 3 x 3 processor mesh, which is primarily
due to the overhead associated with the pipelined tridiagonal solves. However for
larger processor meshes, the efficiencies remain relatively flat and only decrease
to 66% for a 8 x 8 processor mesh. Thus once the penalty of setting up the
pipeline tridiagonal solves has been incurred, lengthening the pipeline costs very
little. The frequency parallelism is very efficient, remaining above 90% for most
problems. The drop off in efficiency for the 64node run is due to too Iittle work
for each processor (i.e., Amdahl’s Law).
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Table 2: Efficiencies for a sample impulse problem for spatial and frequency par-
allelism on the Intel Paragon.

Spatial Parallelism Frequency Parallelism

Pz x PY nZxnYxnU Efficiency p. nzxnYxnW Efficiency
1X1 101 X 101 X 32 100.0 1 101 X 101 X 128 100.0
3x3 301 X 301 X 32 71.6 2 101 X 101 X 64 100.0
4x4 401 X 401 X 32 71.3 4 101 X 101 X 32 101.6
5x5 501 X 501 X 32 69.5 8 101 X 101 X 16 98.6
6x6 601 X 601 X 32 68.7 16 101 X 101 X 8 98.6
7x7 701 X 701 X 32 67.2 32 101 x 101 x 4 92.1
8x8 801 X 801 X 32 66.7 64 101 x 101 x 2 85.9

5.4 Description of Input and Output

To run Salvo, three types of input data are required: the parameter input deck,
traces for the receiver and source, and a velocity model for the migrated region.
The parameter input deck defines the Salvo run by listing the processes (and their
input) to be executed. Currently there are three processes recognized by Salvo:
INITIAL, REA.D_ TRA CE5’, and MIG_ SPLIT. These processes are described in
more detail in Sections 5.4.1.1, 5.4.1.2, and 5.4.1.3. Trace data is needed for the
mi~ation, and is either receiver data for poststack runs or receiver and source data

for prestack runs (discussed in Section 5.4.2). Finallyj a velocity model is required
for depth migration (more details in Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1 Input Parameter Deck26

The input deck file (or prm file) controls how Salvo performs the migration. As
mentioned earlier, each prm file contains a set of processes and associated input
parameters that are to be read and executed by Salvo for the migration. The set
of processes available is specified by the following table.

process name read parameters routine process data routine

INITIAL get_initial_pararns initial
BEAD_ TRACES get_readTracesParams read’llaces

MIG_ SPLIT get_mig_split_params mig_split

The essential data structures for speci&ing the processes are in the file salvo/src
/driver/read deck.c. The maximum number of current processes is specified in this
file with the ~rrays and tables containing the process names, read parameter rou-
tines, and process data routines, which are respectively defined as process_ name,

2%ubroutines:main,read_deck driver,read_de&,ties: driver.c,read_deck.c

.-. - - , , ,.,.,.., -----.,-7 > ,, - . ,- , ,
. ---- ..- :---
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read_ pm-ams, and process_ data. The user can incorporate additional processes
by expanding the arrays and tables with additional entries for the new process
name, and routines to read the input parameters and process the data. These
routines must conform to the respective function definitions, GET_ PARAM_FN
and PROCESS_ DATA_FN in read_ deck.h.

The main driver program constructs a process list while reading in one or
more prm files. The process list contains the set of specified processes with the
appropriate data that is read in from the prm file(s). Once the process list is
formed, each list entry is evaluated in order using the function and data associated
with the current list entry (or current process). The overall format of this driver
provides the user with a large amount of flexibility in speci~ing how migration
runs are to be performed and makes the code easily extensible. Ari example prm
file is shown in Figure 34 for a single shot of the Marmousi model. Results of the
full migration are shown in Section 6.2. Finally, comment lines can be added to
any process (at any line) by specifying a ‘#’ iri the first column of line.

5.4.1.1 .UWZTAL Process” The lAVZ’L4L process includes input parameters
defining the processor cube, migration volume, some general trace information, and
the frequency range for migration. The first section in Figure 34 is an example
input for the 1N1TL4L process.

Line 1 The first line of the process is denoted by the process name, INITIAL.

Line 2 The second line lists the name of the job.

job name The job name (marm_3000-0.0ut) is used to generate an
output file of this name that contains information on the
run including: the job name, the number of processors, and
the runtime.

Line 3 The third line describes the allocation of processors to the compute par-
tition and the 1/0 partition that are used during the lL?3AD_ TRACES
and AllG_ SPLIT processes.

PX, pg, PW,pio The processor cube is specified by the number of nodes
used in the z-direction, pZ; y-direction, pv; and the fre-
quency direction, p.. For the example in Figure 34, a cube
of dimension 1 x 1 x 1 for a total of 1 node is requested.
Since no 1/0 nodes are specified, this run requires a total
of 1 node. The formula for the total number of processors
is p = (p~ x PYx Pu) + Pie.

Line 4 The fourth line describes the x domain of the migration volume.
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# Mannousi 24 Shots - marn_3000-O
#

INITIAL
marm_3000-0.0ut
1110
09200

w 4
3691751
0.00410241024
0.0062.5

jobname
px py pw pio
xmin xmax
ymin ymax
dx dy d.z

-$~~~n%~;d

READ_TRACES
segy
../sources/onnsbv.seav*O!%O!!p~urce trace. time shift
101.0 ‘#shots, enc., enc. pann
1 #trace files
../traces/marn_3000 -O.seav trace file 1
0.00.00 .00.0
65536
101.02000.01.57

Coo-finate bansform
1/0 blocksiie
gaussian pamms

MIG_SPLIT.
.’./modeUmarm25 .vel
25.025.04.0
3691751
0.00.00.0
1500
2
0.070.0
5000070.0
prestack

:11
20
1
./stack.04.acc
o
00.00
1200496

number of velocity files
veloc-hyfilename
vdx vdy VdZ
vnz vny vnz
vxmin vymin vzmin
vmin veloc-~
number of freq decay points
depth and freq of decay pt. 1
depth and freq of decay pt. 2
stack type (pre or poststack data)
fiitertype (O=G&C, l=Lii
bmin nterms filter inc
img type: O=Cor l~Dec 2=Der, eps
number of output file
output filename
stacking flag (O=no, I=yes)
PML parameters
reduced src parameters

Figure 34: Parameter (.prm) file for one shot of the Marmousi model.

83
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xmin, xmax It is important to remember that Salvo is insensitive to
the unit of length, thus either feet or meters (miles, kilome-
ters, etc.) can be used as long as the same unit of length
is consistently used throughout the problem (for trace lo-
cations, the velocity model, etc.).

Line 5 The fifth line describes the y domain of the migration volume.

ymin, gmaz For the example shown, the my domain extends from O-
9200 m in the x direction and Om in the y direction (i. e.,
ymin will equal ymax for two-dimensional problems).

Line 6 The sixth line specifies the grid spacing.

dz, dy, dz The units of the grid spacing should match the units of
Lines 4 and 5.

Line 7 The seventh line specifies the number of grid points of the migration
domain in each direction.

nx, ny, nz The number of grid points should be consistent with the
migration domain and the grid spacing, such that n~ =
(z~~ – xmin)/dx + 1 and ng = (Y~az – ymin)/dy + 1. ‘The

migration depth is determined by z~m = dz x n=. For the
sample problem, the s-y domain will have an 369 x 1 grid
with a grid spacing of 25.0 m by 1.0 m. This grid will
be downward continued for 751 steps with a depth step of
4.0 m.

Line 8 Line eight specifies information on the time traces including the sam-
pling rate (in seconds), the number of samples per trace, and the length
to pad each trace.

dt, nt, nt_pad The receiver traces have 1024 samples at a sample rate
of 0.004 seconds with a padded trace length of 1024 samples
(i.e., the total trace length is nt pad, 1024 samples, NOT
1024+1024=2048). nt_pad can ~e smaller than, equal to,
or larger than nt. The trace will be truncated or padded
with zeros as necessary.

Line 9 The final line of the INITIAL process description provides the fre-
quency range for migration.
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fmin, fmax The values are given in Hertz. The maximum range which
Salvo will migrate is Oto the Nyquist frequency. Although
O Hz can be specified, it is not migrated, but the next fre-
quency, oh, will be. The range shown is Oto 62.5 Hertz in
the example.

5.4.1.2 READ_ TRACES Process The READ_ TRACES process reads the
input trace data. This process can read data in SEGY [28], SEP (Appendix C.3),
or SALVO (Section 5.4.2) format. Additional information on these trace formats
is found in Section 5.4.2.

Line 1 The first line specifies the process name, READ_ TRACES.

Line 2 The second line indicates the format of the receiver and source data as
either SEGY, SEP, or SALVO format.

jile type The source and receiver traces must have the same file for-
mat. Valid strings for the file type are “segy”, “sep”, or
%alvo”.

Line 3 The third line specifies the source traces file.

source file,

Line 4 The fourth

time shzjl source file is the name of the file with the source
trace. It may include a path if necessary. If the run is
a poststack run, the source filename should be set to the
string “null”. time shzjl is a time shift (in seconds) to apply
to the source trace. A positive time shift moves the impulse
later in time and a negative time shift moves the impulse
earlier in time. The number of samples per trace and the
sampling rate are specified in the INITIAL process. Both
the receiver and source traces must have the same number
of samples and sampling rate.

line specifies the phase-encoding parameters. Phase encod-
ing is only useful for prestack migration.

# of shots This number specifies how many shots will be encoded. It
does not necessarily need to match the number of receiver
files in Line 5 of the READ_ TRACES (i.e., there maybe
one shot spread across several receiver files).

encoding type Table 3 provides the various encoding types and param-
eters available. The types of encoding are

(0) trivial sums traces without any encoding, thus com-
pleting a simple stack before migration.

.
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(1) random applies
ties.
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a random phase shift to the frequen-

(2) linear (based on shot) applies linear phase shifts to
multiple shots by equally spacing the time shifts
between each shot.

(3) chirp applies a frequency-modulation chirp function
as phase shift.

(4) +/-i applies a random +
and every frequency.

(5) linear phase shift applies a
shots.

or - i phase shift to each

linear phase shift to two

(6) modified chirp applies an optimal phase shift for the
known source function (i. e., currently imple-
mented for a derivative of a Gaussian).

encoding parm Chirp encoding requires a stretching parameter which
may vary between the approximate range [2-10]. Linear
phase encoding requires the desired time shift between the
shots, -to,in seconds. Modified Chirp requires a stretching
parameter which can vary between the range [0-1]. For all
other encoding types the encoding parameter is ignored.

Line 5 The fifth line specifies the number of receiver trace files.

# receiver files The number of receiver trace files to read in. The
number of samples per trace and the sampling rate are
specified in the INITIAL process. Both the receiver and
source traces must have the same number of samples and
sampling rate.

Line 6 The sixth line sets the receiver filename(s).

trace file #1

trace file #n One line for each receiver trace file and one line per
filename. There should be no more than one shot or partial
shot per file (i. e., no multiple shots in a single file). Each
trace in the receiver file is binned to the nearest migration
grid point. If multiple traces are binned to the same grid
point, the last trace over writes the previous trace at that
location. The exception to this is when phase encoding is
invoked. If a trace falls outside the migration grid, it is
dropped from the migration and ignored.
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Table3: Phase Encoding selection within Salvo.

encoding number encoding type encoding parameter

o Trivial not used

I 1 I Random I not used I
I 2 I Linear I not used I

I 1

3 Chim stretch factor

87

4 +/- i not used
5 Linear Phase to

6 Modified Chirp stretch factor

Line 7 The seventh line describes the coordinate translation and rotation of
the trace data.

zO, @, zO, theta This can be used to align the input seismic data
along the z and g axis, or rotate two-dimensional data
which is in the y-z plane to an Z-Z plane which is required
by Salvo. The untransformed coordinates, (zO, gO, zO), are
the new origin for trace locations (i. e., traces locations (z,
g, z) will be translated to (zO, vU, zO) by x-xO, Y-vU,and
z-zO). After translation, the traces will be rotated about
the new origin by theta degrees. Positive values of theta
are a counter clockwise rotation, and negative values are
clockwise rotation.

Line 8 The eighth line specifies the reading block size for the trace data.

Ihcksize This is machine dependent, but for the Intel Paragon 64
Kb (i. e., 65536 bytes) is the optimal value.

Spatial Gaussian Source Distribution A two-dimensional Gaussian spa-
tial source distribution, instead of a standard point source, is available in Salvo
by defining the flag -DGAUSSIAN for compilation. This feature is useful with the
reduced-source migration (Section 5.4.1.3) and may be useful in other contexts. If
this feature is invoked, then the user must include an additional input line in the
READ_ TRACES process for the parameters: perfom_gaussian, fked_gamma,
~, q, and co.

Line 9 (Required only if the flag -DGAUSSIAN is defied during compilation.)
This should follow the last standard line in the READ_ TRA CES pro-
cess that specifies the blocksize for reading traces.
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perform_ gaussian The parameter perform_ gaussian is a boolean flag
(value of 0/1) speci&ing whether the source traces is dis-
tributed spatially using a Gaussian weighting.

@ed_gamma The parameter jized_gamma is another boolean flag
specifying whether the value for ~ is constant (jizecZ_gamma
= 1), or if ~ is a function of frequency w (jized_ gamma
= o).

‘Y The parameter y controls the width of the spatial Gaussian
source if jixed_ gamma is set to 1.

co, q The last two parameters, Q and Co, are used when the
weighted Gaussian, ~(w), is indicated (@cd_ gamma set
to O). The two-dimensional Gaussian generated is centered
at the source location, (zs, y~), which is specified by the
source trace/file in the REA.D_ TRACES process. Section
3.7 provides additional information on the spatial Gaussian
distribution.

5.4.1.3 MIG_ SPLIT Process The MIG_ SPLIT process executes the finite-
difference depth migration algorithm. In Figure 34, an example of the MIG_ SPLIT
process is shown.

Line 1 The first line for this process simply lists the process, MIG_ SPLIT.

Line 2 The number of files that the velocity model is spread across.

# of velocity files

Line 3 The file name(s) of the velocity model.

velocity jile #l

velocity jile #n One line for each velocity file name.

Line 4 The grid spacing of the velocity model.

dz, dy, dz The velocity model grid spacing should match the units of
migration domain specified in the INITIAL process. The
velocity model grid spacing does not need to match the
migration grid spacing. Salvo will interpolate the velocity
model to the needed migration grid “on the fly”.

Line 5 The number of grid points in the velocity model.

.
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Line 6

Line 7

Line 8

Line 9 and

Line 11

Line 12

nx, ny, nz Two-dimensional models will need the y dimension set to
one.

The velocity model origin.

xmin, ymin, zmin The velocity model origin (i. e., the grid point loca-
tion that has the minimumz, y and z values). The velocity
model is just a set of binary numbers without any headers,
thus no rotation should be required.

The minimum velocity within the velocity model.

min. velocity Only an estimate is necessary and is used for guidelines
within Salvo.

The eighth line specifies the number of frequency decay points.

# of points The number of frequency decay points that should be
used in the migration.

10 The ninth and tenth lines speci~ a depth and frequency (Hertz)
pair. One line is needed for each frequency decay point specified in
Line 8.

depth, freq. pair #1

..

depth, freq. pair #n A depth (length) and ikequency (Hertz) pair is
specified; this pair indicates the maximum frequency to be
migrated at the specified depth. The maximum frequency
is linear interpolated for migration depths between speci-
fied frequency decay points. As the frequency decays with
depth, higher frequencies may not be required for migra-
tion. By eliminating these frequencies and not migrating
them, a runtime savings is possible.

The eleventh line sets the migration type.

migration type The migration type is specified by either of the strings
“poststack” or ‘~restack.”

The twelfth line specifies the filter type.

.
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jilter type There are two filters currently implemented: the Graves
and Clayton filter, and the Li filter; these are specified
with zero or one respectively. If spatial parallelism is used,
the Graves and Clayton filter is currently the only possi-
ble choice. However, for frequency parallelism either filter
can be used, but the Li filter currently has higher parallel
efficiencies and has lower computational costs. If no filter
is desired, use jilter_ inc = O but still speci~ one of these
filters.

Line 13 The thirteenth line specifies miscellaneous parameters.

bmin The first parameter, bmin, is used to set the number of
tridiagonal solves in a pipeline block when spatial paral-
lelism is used. If brnin is set to zero, Salvo automatically
determines the optimal block size, otherwise Salvo will use
the value specified.

nterms The second parameter is the number of terms used in the
series expansion for the square-root operator approxima-
tion, nterms. All the hooks are here for multiple terms,
however, Salvo is not routinely tested for bugs using this
option, so care should be exercised when using values other
than one. Other valid values for nterms are 2, 3, 4 and 5,
when EQN=65 only.

&ter_ inc The third value is jilter_ inc, the filter increment, which is
used to apply the Li or Graves and Clayton filter at regular
specified depth steps. If jilter_ inc equals zero, the filter
will not be applied during the run. If jilter_ inc is one, the
filter will be applied at every depth step. If jilter_ inc is
two the filter will be applied at every other depth step, and
so on. For values of jilter_ inc greater than zero, the Li
filter is always applied on the first depth step.

Line 14 The fourteenth line specifies the imaging condition and the deconvolu-
tion epsilon.

image type, epsilon Three types of imaging conditions are available
with Salvo: correlation imaging (image type = O), decon-
volution imaging (image type = 1),and derivative imaging
(image type = 2). The deconvolution imaging condition
also requires a threshold value, epsilon. The other imaging
conditions do not use this value.

a
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Line 15

Line 16

Line 17

Line 18

The fifteenth line specifies the number of image files for the output
image.

# of image jiles

The sixteenth line sets the filename(s)
may be included if necessary.

image file #1

forthe image file(s). The path

.

.

image jile #n If multiple image files are specified, an additional line
is added for each additional image file name.

The seventeenth line specifies whether the image file should be stacked
with a previous image file on disk (=1) or not (=0).

stack flag If stack_flag is set to one, the current image being gener-
ated will be stacked with the file specified on Line 16 of
the MIG_ SPLIT process. The domains of these two im-
ages need not match, because the resulting image file will
encompass both domains.

The PML parameters for the absorbing layer boundary conditions.

PML_ thick, PML_ absorption PML_ thick specifies the thickness of
the PML in grid cells. Supplying a value of O results in
no PML. The recommended value is 16. PML_ absorption
is the absorption value, and larger values increase the ab-
sorption. Supplying a value of 0.0 results in no absorption
(although PML calculations are still performed). The rec-
ommended value is 0.01. Supplying too large of a value for
absorption results in numerical instability. Thicker layers

.require smaller values of PML_ absorption. The PML is
placed within the nz x ng migration region (as opposed to
augmenting each side of this region with PML_ thick grid
cells). Because of this one may want to increase nx and
ny when using the PML in order to ensure the region be-
ing imaged is undisturbed by the PML. Use of the PML is
complementary to Salvo’s other boundary conditions. The
PML is used in conjunction with the boundary condition
specified by the compilation flag -DBCS. The grid point
on the boundary implements the absorbing boundary con-
dition specified by BCS independent of the PML. Collino

. .. . . . — ..—...— .-. .. ..-— — ..
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and Monk [11] found that traditional absorbing boundary
conditions could be interfaced with PMLs beneficially and
not have an adverse effect.

Reduced-Source Frequency Migration The ability to migrate a subset
or subrange of source frequencies, and calculate the remaining source frequen-
cies through an “inexpensive” extrapolation process, is available through reduced-
source frequency migration. This feature is invoked by defining the compila-
tion flag -DREDUCED_SRC. If this feature is used, then the user must include
an additional input line in the MIG_ SPLIT process for the parameters: per-
fom_freq_ reduction, k_ start, nws, and UO.

Line 19 (Required only if the flag -DREDUCED SRC is defined during com-
pilation.) This should follow the last stan~ard line in the MIG_ SPLIT
process that specifies the PML parameters.

perform_ freq_ reduction The parameter perform_ freq_ reduction is a
boolean flag (value of 0/1) specifying whether the reduced-
source frequency migration should be employed.

k_ start The parameter k_ start provides the depth step level for
starting this process, so that some fidl migration steps may
be initially employed before commencing the reduced mi-
gration

nw~,wo The reduced-source migration frequency range is provided
by the parameters, nW~and Uo; nW~is the number of source
frequencies to migrate and W. is the starting frequency in-
dex, so the range of source frequencies migrated at each
depth step is (WQ< Wi< U.+ nW~– 1), while the remaining
frequencies are extrapolated each step from the subset of
migrated source frequencies. The details of this technique
are given in Section 3.7.

5.4.2 Traces for Source and Receivers

Salvo currently accepts traces in the SEGY, SEP, and SALVO format. Salvo can
process traces in the ‘Industrial standard” SEGY format by using separate files for
the source and receiver traces; the source file contains a single source trace. The
standardized format, SEGY [28], is notoriously abused, however Salvo assumes that
all header information is consistent and correct. Please refer to [28] for information
on the SEGY file format.

For SEP files, Salvo assumes that the Enhanced SEP format is used. The SEP
file contains the receiver traces with the source trace being the last trace in a file.
See Appendix C.3 for more details on the Enhanced SEP file format. Salvo ignores
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the final trace in an SEP file, if it is a source trace, and expects a separate source
file that only contains a source trace, which allows the user more flexibility in using
different types of sources without having to manipulate large receiver files.

The SALVO format, which was designed for initial testing of Salvo, is similar
to the enhanced SEP format in that the file contains the receiver traces with the
source trace as the last trace in the file. Unlike when using the SEP format files,
the source trace in the SALVO receiver file(s) is utilized and the separate source
file name is essentially ignored. The SALVO trace files have a simple format with
no file header and five word (IEEE 4 byte float) trace headers. The five words for
the trace header consist of (1) a Oor 1 value designating a receiver or source trace
respectively, (2) the number of samples, (3) the x location of the trace, (4) the y
location of the trace, and (5) the z location of the trace.

5.4.3 Velocity Model

The velocity model is a three-dimensional volume stored in a binary file. The
model does not need to match the migration volume or the trace data because
Salvo automatically interpolates and/or extrapolates the velocity model to the
needed migration volume. This can cause a problem if there is a user input error;
the velocity model will be interpolated whether it is correct or not. For debugging
the velocity model the flag -DVELOCITY should be used during compilation.
The ordering of the velocity file is simply zyz ordering where the fastest changing
direction is z then y and finally z.

Velocity models which are in SEGY format can be converted to the correct
binary ordering by using the Salvo utilities, segy2bin and transpose. The segy2bin
utility just strips out the the SEGY header information, and writes the trace data.
To get the correct ordering, the traces in the SEGY file must be sorted to Zy
ordering (i. e., the fastest changing direction is x then y) prior to running segy2bin,
and every x and y location on the velocity model grid must have a trace. The
output from segy2bin is ordered zzy. Using transpose, the correct ordering can be
obtained.

5.4.4 Output Data

There are four types of output: the accumulation file for the seismic image, the job
name file, the standard output, and the timeline files. The primary output of Salvo
is the migrated image file, which is in accumulation format (see Section C.2). The
final image can be output into multiple files instead of a single file by changing
the input parameters for the illIG_ SPLIT process. The accumulation file can
be converted to the industry standard format, SEGY, by using the Salvo utility,
acc2segy. The job name output file is also generated for each Salvo run. This file
is specified in the INITIAL process for an input deck, and the contents of this file
are the job name, the number of processors used and the runtime.
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Besides the image file and the job name file, the standard program output
from Salvo also can readjusted by the user. General output of Salvo providing
statistical information and various information on the processes is controlled by
the compilation flag, -DOUTPUT=n for O< n <5, where no output is provided
at level n = Oand all output is generated at the highest level n = 5. The debugging
output is controlled by a compilation flag -DDEBUG=n for O < n <5, where all
debugging output is turned off at level n = Oand the highest amount of output is
at level n = 5.

The final type of output, which is useful for performance evaluation between
the compute and 1/0 partition, is the timeline generation option. This option
is activated by defining -DTIMELINE during compilation. When activated this
causes each processor to output time stamps for various portions of the code in its
own file. (The number of timeline files is equal to the number of processors.) After
running Salvo, this information is used for post processing and can help identify
possible bottlenecks in the code (refer to the Salvo utility t12tecfor post processing
information).
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6 Validation Data Sets

Comprehensive testing of Salvo can be performed for several validation problems
by executing the script, run_ tests.pl, in the directory salvo/Validation_ Suite; in
some cases the command ‘perl run_ tesi%.pl’ is necessary for execution. Running
this script without any command line arguments provides the user with information
on all of the possible script arguments and options. The script can have one to
three command line arguments which are:

1. the type of testing to perform (an integer value).

2. an indication of how the MPI job should be launched (default is mpirun).

3. the threshold tolerance level for image comparison (default is l.Oe – 05).

Default values are used if either of the last two arguments is omitted. As an
example, the command ‘run_ tests.pl 0‘ would perform a validation with all of
the test cases, use mpirun to launch the jobs, and use l.Oe – 05 as the threshold
comparison tolerance.

The script performs the validation by launching a set of Salvo test runs and com-
paring the image produced by each run to a reference image. For each test case per-
formed, the script indicates which test directory is used, and whether the test was
successful (error tolerance less than the threshold). The success of a test case is de-
termined by comparing the Lz norm of the relative difference between the generated
image, imagesltest. ace, and the reference image, images/Reference/rej_ image. ace.
In the following sections, three validation problems are shown. These runs will al-
low the user to see the general capabilities and to validate their copy of the Salvo
code.

6.1 Impulse Response

An impulse response in a constant velocity medium is one of the simplest tests of
a migration method, and it provides images which are not complicated by other
considerations. For the these tests, a single Ricker wavelet is placed at the quarter
point location in the z direction. The central frequency for the wavelet is 30 Hz,
and a sampling rate of 4 ms for 2 seconds of data. For prestack migration, the
source trace is an Ormsby wavelet with a square frequency spectrum over the range
O-62.5 Hz. The velocity model has a constant acoustic speed of 2000 m/s. These
values are used for all the following impulse tests.

In Table 4, images for the two-dimensional poststack and prestack migrations
are shown for various combinations of boundary conditions, and Li filter. The
poststack image produced with Neumann BCS and without phase correction, Ta-
ble 4(a), is a good image, but does contain the cardloids horn the square-root ap-
proximation and has ripples in the image from numerical dispersion. The prestack
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image is substantially worse, complicated by reflections from the side boundaries
and by aliased cardioids. In Table 4(b), the poststack and prestack images have
improved with the application of the absorbing boundary conditions. Although
the cardioids (aliased cardioids for the prestack image) and numerical dispersion
are still present, the reflected energy has been reduced and the image quality is
greatly improved.

The Li filter corrects for numerical dispersion and cardioids from the square-
root approximation, as can be seen in Table 4(c). For the prestack image there
are two reflections fi-om the left-hand boundary. The upper reflection is similar to
the poststack reflections, and is expected. However the lower reflection is slightly
unexpected. This reflection is caused by a correlation between a direct wave from
the surface and a reflected wave from the left-hand boundary. The strength of the
lower reflection is comparable to the true event because two signals are overlaid:
a direct source wave with a reflected receiver wave, and a direct receiver wave
with a reflected source wave. In Table 4(d), images produced from the Salvo
migration using absorbing boundary conditions with the Li phase correction filter
are shown. The reflections from the left-hand boundary have been reduced. The
lower reflection in the prestack image has been reduced but is still present. This
is due to the fact that half of the energy contributing to this event is from direct
waves which does not get absorbed by the boundary, which then correlates with
the very little energy that is reflected. This reflection can be further reduced by
using the PML.

In Tables 5 and 6, vertical and horizontal sections for the three-dimensional
impulse response are shown. When neither absorbing boundary conditions or phase
correction filters are applied the resulting images are very difficult to interpret, as
seen in Tables 5(a) and 6(a). However the horizontal section for the poststack
image clearly shows the non-circular cross-section of the impulse response caused
by the operator splitting. With the application of the Li filter, Tables 5(b) and
6(b), numerical dispersion and aliased cardioids are removed. The Graves and
Clayton filter, Tables 5(c) and 6(c), produces similar results but the image still
contains the cardioid from the square-root approximation. The horizontal sections
show the effectiveness of the absorbing BCS and the improvement in the circular
cross-sections from the application of the Graves and Clayton filter. Finally in
Tables 5(d) and 6(d), the images from the application of the absorbing boundary
conditions and the Li filter are shown. The vertical sections are very similar to the
two-dimensional images, and the horizontal sections for the poststack and prestack
migrations show circular cross-sections of the impulse response.

6.2 Marmousi Model

A slightly more difficult but more realistic problem, the Marmousi model provides
the additional problem of strong lateral velocity variation. This model has a real-
istic velocity model which is similar to a true geological region. However synthetic
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Table 4: Image Matrix for two-dimensional Impulse Response with (a) Neumann
BCS without phase correction; (b) absorbing BCS without phase correction; (c)
Neumann BCS with Li filter; and (d) absorbing BCS with Li filter.

—

(a)

(b)—

(c)—

(d)—

2D Poststack 2D Prestack
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Table 5: Image Matrix for 3D Impulse Response - Vertical Sections with (a) Neu-

mann BCS without phase correction; (b) Neumann BCS with Li filter; (c) absorbing
BCS with Graves and Clayton filter; and (d) absorbing BCS with Li filter.
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Table 6: Image Matrix for 3D Impulse Response - Horizontal sections with (a)
Neumann BCS without phase correction; (b) Neumann BCS with Li filter; (c)
absorbing BCS with Graves and Clayton filter; and (d) absorbing BCS with Li
filter.
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Figure 35: Acoustic velocity model for the Marrnousi data set.

data have been generated over this tw@dimensional model. In Figure 35, theve-
Iocitymodel is shown, imdillustrates thedifficulty ofimaging the target in the
lower right-hand corner which beneath ahighly faulted region.

Ttvodifferent sets ofsynthetictracedata were obtainedduring thisproject: the
originaldata[30] [31] andnewtrace datagenerated by aseparateforward modeling
algorithm (details onthis dataset areunknown). Substantial differences appeared
in the resulting images. The original data produced images with ringing beneath
various reflectors, while the new data did not. It has been suggested by one of our
partners that the forward modeling algorithm, which produced the original data
had a bug. Figures 36 and 37 were generated using the new trace data.

The trace data is comprised of 240 streamer shots each with 104 traces. Each
shot was migrated over the entire velocity model (i. e., 0-9200 m by 0-3000 m). The
migration (and velocity) grid had a spacing of 25 m in the z-direction and 4 m in
the .z-directionj and the frequency range was O-62.5 Hz. Both derivative imaging
and the Li filter were used during the migration. In Figure 36, the final image is
shown. Not only is the faulted region clearly imaged but the target is very well
defined; even the top and bottom of the reservoir can be seen!

During the testing of the migration, it was found that 24 shots (every 10th
shot) produced a very good image as shown in Figure 37. This provided a data set
which was fairly inexpensive to run and still produced a very good image. This also
indicates the possibly that fewer migrations may be needed with f-z migration.

6.3 SEG/EAGE Salt Model

The SEG/EAGE Salt model data is not provided with the Salvo software dis-
tribution due to its sheer size. However the 45 shot ocean bottom cable (OBC)
acquisition (see below for description) may be available through Sandia by contact-
ing David Womble or Curtis Ober (contact information is given in Section 1). For
the Phase C3 data set, Paul Docherty of Fairfield Industries should be contacted
for copies of the SEGY tapes.
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Figure 36: Image of the Marmousi model using all 240 shots.

Figure 37: Image of Marmousi model using 24 equally spaced shots.
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Figure 38: Velocity model of the SEG/EAGE Salt model with the salt structure
shown in white.

The data for the Salt model was generated with a forward modeling code from
IFP [2] which subsequently was parallelized by several national laboratories: San-
dia National Laboratories [25], Oak Ridge National Laboratories, Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratories, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. The velocity
model used in the forward modeling is shown in Figure 38, and is comprised of 676
by 676 by 210 grid points with a grid spacing of 20 m in each direction. A salt
structure is located within the velocity model and is shown as a white structure in
Figure 38. The salt structure is.surrounded by faulted and layered media. Reflect-
ing surfaces within the model are introduced by strong velocity spikes along the
surface. These surfaces are dipping structures that have stair step variations. This
stair stepping is caused by the transfer of these reflecting surfaces to the discrete
velocity grid. Lastly the velocity model has a flat horizontal reference reflector
located near the bottom of the model.

Five seconds of trace data with 8 ms sampling interval was collected at the
model surface on a 200 by 200 grid centered on the shot location. The forward
modeling volume was 321 by 321 by 210 but had a sponge region of 15 to 20 grid
points around the sides of the volume. This reduces the effective modeling region
to approximately 281 by 281 by 210. This brings up the possible aperture problems
for the forward modeling, especially beneath the salt structure.

Two data sets were obtained for migration with Salvo: Phase C3 data set and
45 receivers of OBC data. The Phase C3 data set is a streamer acquisition with
100 receivers on 8 streamers. Approximately 2400 shots for a total of 1,812,000
traces are contained in the wide azimuth data set. A migration volume of 271 by
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271 by 210 centered around the shot was used for this data set. A larger volume “
would be useless since the forward modeling domain was only 281 by 281 by 210.

The OBC data set was extracted from the SEG/EAGE Salt model archive at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. Currently this data set is unavailable,
but may become accessible through SEG. Forty-five receiver locations were col-
lected over the Salt model. Each receiver recorded data horn shots located on a
200 by 200 grid centered around the receiver. The total number of traces is ap-
proximately 1,800,000 and the migration volume is similar to the Phase C3 data
set.

In Figures 39 and 40, the images using the Phase C3 &d OBC data sets are
shown respectively. The bottom of each cutaway is along the flat reference reflector
to check for its correct placement. The black region indicates very good placement
of the reference reflector. The gray hole is not a misplacement but a shadow zone
near and beneath the root of the salt structure. Since there was no illumination
of this zone by the shots, a shadow zone is produced.

Differences in the images on the left and right of the. images are due to the
acquisition footprint and not to any migration or data differences. The top and
bottom of the salt structure are very well imaged, as well as the surrounding layers
in both migrations. However as noted in Section 2, the computational costs are
not as similar. The OBC costs approximately 50 times less based .on the number
of migrations; 2400 migrations for the C3 data set and 45 for the OBC data set
(assuming the migration volumes are equal). Lastly in each image ripples (or
periodic waves can be seen in on the right of each image. Although this is a classic
sign of numerical dispersion, it is believed that these are due to point diffractors
located at the end of each stair step in the velocity model.

I
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Figure 39: Image of the SEG/EAGE Salt model using Phase-C3 data sets.

.

Figure 40: Image of the SEG/EAGE Salt model using original forward migration
data sets of 45 shots (i. e., OBC data set).
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A Memory Requirements

The major data structures in Salvo are documented in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10. The
approximate number of array elements are listed on a per-node basis along with
the element type (complex or float) and a brief description. A complex variable is
assumed to be two floats. Below is a list of definitions for the variables used in the
tables.

lhcksize the 1/0 read block size specified by the user in the RlL4D_ TRACES
process.

b~i. the block size of tridiagonal solves in the pipelining for spatial parallelism.

nf the number of output image files.

n~ the number of shots to phase encode per migration.

nt the number of samples in each trace.

nZ the number of global grid points in the z direction.

nv the number of global grid points in the y direction.

n2,Z the next power of 2 greater than nZ.

n2,y the next power of 2 greater than nv.

no,= the number of grid points in the velocity model for the x direction.

nV,Ythe number of grid points in the velocity model for the y direction.

nu the number of global grid points in the frequency, w, direction.

ii the dimensions for the stack file from a previous migration(s).

fi the dimensions for the new file domain after stacking.

pi. the number of processors in the 1/0 partition.

p= the number of processors in the x direction.

pg the number of processors in the y direction.

pU the number of processors in the frequency, w, direction.
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Table 7: Memory Requirements for the READ_ 722AC-ESprocess.
Number of Elements Element Type Description

Znznynu complex Memory for source and receiverp. PpPw
wavefields

6 blocksize float Three memory blocks for double
buffering

2 n~nt complex Phase encoding arrays to encode
traces

Table 8: Memory requirements for the compute partition of the MIG_ SPLIT
Irocess.-----—

Number of Elements Element Type Description
~~~ complex Memory for Graves and Clayton fil-pzpy Pw

ter, if used.

n2,xn2,y complex Memory for L1 filter, if used. If
LI_NOCOPY is defined, then this
is not required.

max 2~~, float Memory for image and working ar-

max(nxny, 2nv,znv,y)1 rays, thus needs to be maximum for
all needs.

4max ~jfi complex Memory for tridiagonal solves.

b~in(max(p., py) + 1)
6m~ ~ ~ complex Memory for pipelined tridiagonal

P= ‘Pll
solves in the Graves and Clayton fil-
ter.

4rnax (nz, ng) complex Memory required for the coefficient
separation, if COEF_SEP is de-
fined.

2&#& float Memory for the velocity planesPv

—. . . ..-. ——.. .
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Table 9: Memory requirements for reading the velocity model on 1/0 nodes (if
1/0 partition is present) or on compute nodes (if 1/0 partition is not present).
* denotes memory required on 1/0 nodes when running with an 1/0 partition,
but this memory is not required on compute nodes when running without an 1/0
partition because it has been allocated in Table 8.

Number of Elements Element Type Description

2nv,znV,Y float * Memory for two depth planes of
the velocity model.

nv,znv,y float Memory for intermediate interpo-
lated depth plane.

n.+2%+2 floatp. Py * Memory for the final interpolated
velocity plane for local domain in-
cluding ghost points.

nV,Znv,y float Memory for communication buffer.

Table 10: Memory requirements for writing and stacking the image.
Number of Elements I Element Type I Description

Compute Partition (Memory not required if 1/0 partition present)
=* float Memory for writing image.P. Pv——

nZnY+ n-Z~y float Memory for stacking the image.

1/0 Partition
2nZny float Memory for two global copies of the

image plane.

5 + nx Pion
nz Pio —J2L +~- float Memory for stacking the image.

f
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Table 11: O~timized Coefficients for the Scwre-Root Operator
Maximum ‘Angle al &

5 m= O,l=O 0.000000000 0.000000000
15 m=l, l=l 0.5000000000.000000000
45 rn=l, l=l 0.5000000000.250000000
60 rn=Ll=l 0.5000000000.355000000
65 rn=l, l=l 0.4782420600.376369527
75 m=l,l=l 0.454814230 0.446184960
80 m=2,1=l 0.040315157 0.873981642

1=2 0.457289566 0.222691983
87 m=3,1=l 0.004210420 0.972926132

1=2 0.081312882 0.744418059
1=3 0.414236605 0.150843924

90- rn=4,1=l 0.0005232750.994065088
1=2 0.0148535100.919432661
1=3 0.1175920080.614520676
1=4 0.3670132450.105756624

90 m=5,1=l 0.0001534270.997370236
1=2 0.0041729670.964827992
1=3 0.0338609180.824918565
1=4 0.1437980760.483340757
1=5 0.3180138120.073588213

B Migration: Miscellaneous

B.1 Lee and EhihExpansion Coefficients

Forreference, the optimized coefficients for the Padeapproximation tothesquare-
root operator, Eq. (3.3), are repeated in Table 11 from Lee and Suh [19]. These
coefficients are specifiedin src/include/opt_coefl.inc.

B.2 Finite-Difference Equations of Tridiagonal Solves

Each term in the approximation of the paraxial wave equation has been reduced
to a ratio of
algorithm to
direction can

simple polynomials in SZ or SV. This allows the efficient Thomas
used for the solution. The finite-difference coefficients for the Z-
be determined (the g-direction can be similarly found)

8P iw alsz
—=*—
i?z

P.
‘v 1+ plsz

(B.1)

.,. . ..T—— .—-— -.. . -...
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Moving the denominator of the right-hand side to the left-hand side, one can find

The Crank-Nicholson method is used to discretize in the depth direction, which
produces

{

V2 ~zpk+l &?Pk

[
A p~+l. pk+&= –—
Az w &2 3Z2

1}

The second-order, compact finite-difference operator can be introduced

& 6;
~= 1 + Mxu;

where
@ =

U~–1—2Ui+ Ui+l
AX2

is the central-difference operator, and A is the compact coefficient
finite-difference accuracy (A = 1/12 for Taylor series expansion
fourth-order scheme). Thus the discretization scheme becomes

to increase the
will produce a

where
A = ~+~$–~~~?

A* = conjugate o? A
CLi= A
bi = 1–2A
~=A

di = A*P~l,j + (1 – 2A*)P~. + A*P&l,j .

With the above coefficients, a tridiagonal solve can used to determine the solution
of Eq. (B.1). Similarly for the g direction, the coefficients can be determined to be

where ai, bi and Q are unchanged from above except for changing AX2 to Ay2, and
the right-hand side is accordingly

di = A*P&_l + (1 – 2A*)P& + NP~j+l.
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B.3 Comparison of Splitting

The method of fractional steps (MOFS)

113

Methods

is useful in numerical methods to reduce
memory storage (it only requires one depth or time level) and allows the use of very
efficient algorithms (Thomas Algorithm) to generate a solution. However fractional
step methods are different than approximate factorization (AF) or alternating
direction implicit (ADI) schemes and some comparison would be helpful. Looking
at the first two terms of Eq. (3.3),

(B.2)

where LI = +(iu/v) ~d Lz = +(iti/v) (oa.)/(1 + Bl$. The two operators would
be split as

18P
–— = LIP
2 az

and
18P
–— = L2P
282

or after discretization

1 pk+l _ pk+l/2

z
1 (L2Pk+1 + L2Pk+1/2).

Az/2 = i

Rearranging one can find

F-$L’lP’+1’2= F+%LIIP’
(B.3)

(B.4)

This outlines the method of fractional steps. First an intermediate solution, P~+1i2,
is determined through Eq. (B.3), then the next depth step solution, Pk+l, is deter-
mined by Eq. (B.4). It should be noted that the first half step is only dependent
on L1 and the second is only dependent on L’. Pk+112 needs to be eliminated
between these equations so that a comparison with approximate factorization can
be made.
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The LI and Lz operators have been allowed to commute (i.e., LIL2 - L2LI)
in Eq. (B.5). The approximate factorization method can be completed in two
stages by replacing [1 – (A.z/2)L1] ~~+1 with Q, and soIving Eq. (B.5) for Q,
and then solving [1 – (Az/2)L1] ~~+1 = Q for Pk+l. The original form of the
continued-fraction-expansion equation can be reconstituted by neglecting terms of
(Az2/4)L,L@+’ – ~~).

[
1 – ~ (Ll + L2)] Pk+l = ~ + ~ (Ll + L2)] P’

2 2

pk+l _ pk

Az
= ~ (Ll + L2) Pk+’ + ~ (Ll + L2) P’

v [ l~islp
~= IL1+L21P=& 1+

This is exactly Eq. (B.2). This illustrates that the two methods are similar so
long as the operators L1 and Lz commute, and it also shows that the (Az2/4)LlL2

( )Pk~l – Pk term is the neglected term for both methods.
MOFS, AF and ADI methods are all second-order accurate in space and time

with the appropriate boundary conditions, and they are all unconditionally stable
for two dimensions (ADI is conditionally stable for three dimensions). However if
the operators do not commute, then MOFS is only first-order accurate. Marchuk
[22] indicates that this may be circumvented by alternating which direction (Z or
g; Eq. (B.3) or Eq. (B.4)) is completed as the first step. ADI methods generally
require two evaluations of spatial operators (one for each step), while MOFS and
AF methods only require one spatial evaluation. Thus there is a computational
savings for MOFS and AF methods. Additionally ADI and AF methods generally
require two levels of storage for the solution array, while MOFS only requires one.
For the large problems associated with seismic imaging, the additional memory
savings is useful.

B.4 Discretization of Boundary Conditions

Five different boundary conditions have been implemented in Salvo: zero-value
Dirichlet boundary condition (BC), zero-slope Neumann BC, Clayton and En-
gquist’s [9] absorbing BC, UT at Dallas absorbing BC, and Xu’s absorbing BC.
The discretization for the first two boundary conditions are simple, and the dis-
cretization for the absorbing BCS are similar. Dirichlet BCS require that PI = O
along the boundaries on the left-hand side (LHS) and P. = O on the right-hand
side (RHS). Therefore the tridiagonal coefficients are simply

LHS (Pl = O) RHS (Pn = O)
bl=l an=O
Cl=o bn=l
dl=O dn=O
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Neumann BCS need i9.P/t3(z,g) = Oalong the left and right boundaries, and there-
fore require

LHS RHS
bl = 1–2A an = 2A
c1 = 2A b.=1–2A
dl = (1 – 2A*)Pf + 2MPf d.= 2A*P~_l + (1 – 2A*)P;

where

A=A+&;-&~~:.

and A* is the conjugate of A. The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
are perfect reflectors, which can cause reflected artifacts. The major difference
between them is the sign of the reflected wave.

For absorbing BCS, the partial differential equation from Clayton and Engquist
has been implemented (shown for the z direction, and the y direction can be
similarly written by replacing t?z with ~g)

.aP v 82P 8P—— .— ‘ab~p —
‘w a82 ‘1’ Cbuaxoz = v

SwSITbb‘i—
ax-

Each of the absorbing boundary conditions in Salvo can be arranged into this
general format with differing coefficients. Using the Crank-Nicholson method, the
discretized equation can be written

(B.6)

where
~ = (~: +i~)

q = @iT&:+~s” kw Slr z~~
)

for the Clayton and Engquist absorbing BCS. The coefficients ~ and q will differ
for the other absorbing BCS, but Eq. (B.6) will hold. Performing the one-sided
differences on the boundaries to maintain tridiagonal system of equations, the
finite-difference equations for left side boundaries become

(f – q)Pf+’ + qP;+l = –(~ + q*)Pf + q*Pg

or
‘+1 + C1P2blPl k+l = dl

and for right side boundaries

...— — . ..- ———.———... .— .. ———-
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B.5 Discretization of the Perfectly Matched Layer

Equations (3.14) and (3.15) explicitly define the terms involving a(z) in Eq. (3.13).
Equation (3.13)is usedtocreate analternative central difference operator. Outside
the PML the traditional central difference operator

gu = ‘m+~ – 2Urn+ Urn-l
AZ2 @.7)

is used. Equation (3.13) provides the basis for an equivalent operator inside the
PML region

&121p

[ 1~m(Um+l ‘Um.1) – (i(.J+O_m)(Um+l ‘2Um+Um+l) .& = AZ2(~U + tTm)3 ~rn – mO

(B.8)

The right hand side of either Eq. (B.7) or Eq. (B.8) is substituted for 62 in the
second order compact finite-difference operator

(B.9)

Outside the PML, the definition of c$~in Eq. (B.7) is used in Eq. (B.9). Inside
the PML, the definition of d; in Eq. (B.8) is used in Eq. (B.9). Regardless of
whether Eq. (B.7) or Eq. (B.8) is used, the Crank-Nicholson discretization in depth
of the partial wave equation yields a tridiagonal system of equations of the form

Inside the PML, the coefficients for the tridiagonal system are

am = AB (B.1O)

bm = 1 – 2AC (B.11)

~=AB (B.12)

dm = A*BPkm_l,n + (1 – 2A*c)pA,n + A“%+l,n (B.13)

where

A=

A* =

B=

c=

~+ ~, V2 *~Aziv—— — ——
AX2 W2 2 AX2 W

conjugate of A

W2 ((ZIJJ+ CT)32(mp~mo) – ‘iu+‘))
W2

(~w + 0)3 (-(~w + a)) .

(B.14)

(B.15)

(B.16)
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Outside the PML region, the coefficients in the tridiagonal system are calcu-
lated using equations are identical to Eq. (B.1O) - Eq. (B.14) if 1? and C were
replaced with 1. (This is not a coincidence - a PML region with no absorption
should behave the same as the main migration domain. The fact that B = C = 1
where cr(z) = Omeans our expectation is satisfied.) As a result, a single tridiagonal
system is used to compute the wavefield both inside the PML region and in the
main migration domain.

The above PML formulation was developed for a layer which absorbs energy
traveling in the positive z direction. A PML on the left edge of a migration domain
will want to absorb energy traveling in the negative x direction. In this case there
is a sign change in the basic transformation

a —iw 8
%+ iw + a(x) %“

problems, one will also want to attenuate energy exitingFor three-dimensional _
the domain traveling parallel to the y axis. Operator splitting, which simplifies
three-dimensional migration, results in separate tridiagonal solves in the x and
y directions. Because of this, extending PML to three dimensions requires only
modifying tridiagonal equations in the y direction in the exact same manner as
those for the z direction were modified in the two-dimensional case.

B.6 Graves and Clayton Filter

The Graves and Clayton phase-correction filter [15] is shown here for reference and
to match nomenclature in the previous developments.
retain the first cross-product term in Eq. (3.6),

Graves and Clayton only

aP

az =-[ 1
– &2; qp~s.sy P

or

g = (@P,

[1where ~ = [– + 2; o@l SZSV],and the solution is PfiZteTti = exp i~Az Punfiltered.

Thus the ph-asefunction, PAz, has the desired phase to correct for anisotropy along
the z-g diagonals. A filter, F, which applies the phase correction can be obtained
by

or in the Fourier domain, one can find

.,>- ..-..,--- .,, ....-”.—. ---- -- -..
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where KZ = (v/u) k=, and lTv = (v/u)kv. Graves and Clayton found that the filter
can be improved through an empirical coefficient, Co,and additionally can be made
stable through the inclusion of damping functions. They suggested the following
form

[
F = DI 1 – &2i co;c@lDzAzK$K;

1
where

DI = (1+ C,K:)-’(l + CIK$)-’
Dz = (1+ @)-’(l + C,K:)-l
60 = 1.5
61 ,= 0.01

stable
62 ~ [~ocq/31Azt.4J/(2v)]2/q - (3/8)q

Later in the solution, the square root of El and e2 are computed. To remove any
difficulties with negative values of E2,the second term has been dropped which still
satisfies the stability requirement (i. e., 62= [eoc@lAzu/(2v)] 2/cl).

The operator-splitting correction can be stably solved in a two stage approach
using efficient tridiagonal solves.

Q = D2P’

[
pl~~t-d = D1 punjiltered

+ Q]

or in the spatial domain,

P’= – & 2i Co~c@lAzSZSY PunfilteTed.
v

The general solution for one stage of the filter, Q@t = DIQin, is shown by Graves
and Clayton, but for this problem

where
q. = & exp

[

–i(2m + 1);] = (–1)’n+li@

Vn = ,] = (-l)n+l~@*exp –i(2n + l)X

Thus applying this solution to both stages requires a total of 8 tridiagonal solves.
The above equations can be generalized to
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where p is rln or v~. Using compact finite-differences

where d: is the central-difference operator, and A is a coeffici~nt to increase the
finite-difference accuracy to fourth order, one can find

The discretized equation can be written

where -B = A + pV2/(AZ2U2). The boundary conditions for the filter were initially
set to zero-value along the edges. However, this produced reflections from the
boundaries. To reduce the reflections, the B3 absorbing boundary conditions of
Clayton and Engquist were tried, but they produced unstable oscillations along
the boundaries. The simple B1 absorbing boundary conditions of Clayton and
Engquist were also implemented and found to be stable.

kZ = Swbb:

or
8P -
— – sw;b& = O
8X

For left-side boundaries, one can find ‘

( )1 – isW~bbAx P1 – PZ = O

and for right-side boundaries, one can find

( )–P.-l + 1 – isW~b6Ax P. = O.

Clayton and Engquist suggest bb= 1/2, which will effectively absorb waves with a
30° incidence.

B.7 Analytic Solutions to Impulse in a Half Space

This section is taken from notes provided by Louis Romero. To develop a better
imaging condition (see Section 3.4), it will be useful to determine analytic solutions
for an impulse in a half space for two and three dimensions. The solution to the
two-dimensional problem, P(Z, Z,t), will be dete~ined by solving

I

- .--,,,--- ..X.. vT#, rr.. 7T-z-?..---3a . . . . . ..,. . . . . .. ... . , . . . .~..r.xz?-. . . . . ,. .. . - :. -, ..— -- —----- I
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with
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p(z, o,t) = cf(z)6(t)

p(z, z,o)=o for 2>0

where 6 is the Dirac delta function. This impulse problem is commonly used to test
one-way approximations to the wave equation, and is very close to what is actually
carried out in the field. This problem differs from the standard impulse problem
for the wave equation because the pressure is required to vanish at the free surface
provided X2 + g2 + t2 # O. If the earth were homogeneous and only transmitted
pressure waves, any real seismic event could be modeled by convolving the response
of this signal with functions giving the temporal and spatial distribution of the
seismic source. The temporally

with

Fourier transformed

V2P2 +
W2
~P2 = o

P~(q o,(JJ)= d(z)

impulse response must satisfj

where P2(z, z, U) represents the two-dimensional outgoing
The solution to this problem is given in polar coordinates

waves as X2+ .22+ co.
by

P2(T,e, u) =

where r = ~~, cos(0) = z/r,

()wr
–; cos(e)H: ;

‘K) ‘J’(3-’+3
and J1 and Y1 are Bessel functions of the first and second kind. This solution
satisfies the reduced wave equation, and represents outgoing waves as r ~ co, and
P2(z, O,U) = Ofor z # O. It only remains to examine the behavior when x = z = O.
Note that as ur/v ~ O, J1 is bounded and YI x –2v/(muT), and hence

Cos(e) 1 zP2(T,6,(J) x A(z, z) = — as z2+.z2~0.
m ‘; X2+Z2

The function A(z, z) = ~~ satisfies A(z, O) if z # O,but

)~~:A(%z)dz=l.

It follows that the function P2(z, O,u) = 6(z) and hence is the desired solution
to the reduced wave equation. The behavior of the solution for tir/v >> 1 is of
primary interest. The asymptotic expansion in this case is

‘K) ‘Eex’[-%+’%1
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It follows that for ur/zJ >>1 the wavefield can be represented as

w iwr .3T
P“(?’,o,w) = –. —zCOS(0)~=- exp

[
–y + z~

1
w

[

iwr
Pz(r, 0, w) H — —+~;cos(0)~=exp – ~

1
(B.17)

The three-dimensional solution to the following initial boundary value problem
can be similarly determined.

82p— – ?#@p = ()
&2

P(% v, ‘%0)=Oforz>O.

The temporally Fourier transformed impulse response must satisfy

w’
V2P3 + 7P3 = o

with
P3(Z, y, o,w) = J(z)J(y)

where Ps (z, y, z, W) represents the three-~rnension~ outgoing WaVeSaS X2+ Y2+
Z2 + cm. The solution to this problem is given in polar coordinates by

—eq-j[-~] (-.!+#)Cos(e)
p3(r, ~, w)= 2K

where r = <X2 + y2 + z’, and cos(0) = z/r. This solution satisfies the reduced
wave equation, represents outgoing waves ~ r ~ 00, and P3(L V>o>W) = O for
X2+ g2 # O. It only remains to examine the behavior when x = y = z = O. To
do this, note that as r ~ O, Ps = A(z, y, z) = 2r(Z,+Y~+Z,13,2.A direct calculation

shows that
~:~:A(.>Y7.)d.dY=l Vz

It follows that
;3~:~:p3(.>Y1.)dxdY=l

even though P3(z, y, O,w) = Ofor Z2+y2 # O. One can conclude that P3(z, y, O,w) =
J(z)d(y). Once again the primary interest is in the solution for wr/v >>1. In this
case the Fourier transform of the downwards traveling wave can be approximated
by

cOs(e) [1iwr iw
Ps(r, O,w) = ~exp –~ —.

vr
(B.18)

It should be noted that the aliasing criterion requires that AwR/v < 27r,where
R is the depth of migration, and Aw is the spacing of the frequencies. The sampling
rate is usually chosen so that this criterion is just barely satisfied. This means that
AwR/v s 27r,and the smallest frequencies will already satisfy wR/v >>1.

. . . ... . . .-—. — . . .. ..—.,. ......n..- TT - .--.-.= . —------- ---- . .<------------- .“, . .
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C 1/0: Miscellaneous

C.1 Velocity File Information27

The binary velocity file format varies depending on whether a single file or multiple
files are used to store the velocity model. In the usual case with a single file, the
velocity model is simply stored m a binary volume (%X x nov x noz). When
using multiple files the velocity model is partitioned among the files in a manner
similar to that for accumulation files discussed in Section C.2; a one-dimensional
partitioning of the model is performed along the g-axis. Each velocity model file
includes an initial header indicating the file number (O, 1, .... number of files -
1) and the size of the velocity Z-Y plane in words/floats, which is followed by the
binary volume. A contiguous z-y plane for the entire velocity model is formed
by reading the plane from each of the velocity files in ascending order. With or
without an 1/0 partition, the files are partitioned among the 1/0 nodes in an even
as possible block format that ensures that the data is contiguous across multiple
files for each 1/0 processor (e.g., Figure 41).

C.2 Accumulation File Information28

The binary output image produced by Salvo is in an accumulation file format that
facilitates stacking. This format is simply the entire binary volume prepended by
a header with fold information. The exact format of this file is as follows

n= ny n=

dx dy d.z

xmin ymin zmin

fold = n= x n~

image = nz x nY X n=

The accumulation file includes a nine word header of floats (single precision
floating point numbers) that specify the dimensions of the image, the grid spacing,
and the image starting or minimum coordinates. This header is followed by the
two-dimensional fold (n~ny floats) and thenthe actual migration VOIUme(nx % nZ
floats), which consists of nz (z-y) slices (i. e., the data ordering is x, y, and then
z).

When multiple accumulation files are specified for writing (or stacking) the
image, the file data domain is partitioned ~ong the g-~s in a one-dimensional
distribution. The files are partitioned among the 1/0 nodes in an even as possible
block format that ensures that the data is contiguous across multiple files for each
1/0 processor. An example can clarify this mapping scheme. Consider the case

‘subroutines: openVel;fles: openVel.c
28Subroutines:openAcc,openAccNS,write ace;files:openAcc.c,write_acc.c—
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Y

Figure 41: Partitioning the three-dimensional data domain using a one-dimensional
partitioning along the y-axis in the case with 5 files and 2 1/0 processors.

with 2 1/0 processors using 5 files; the x-y image plane (for each depth level z) is
partitioned as shown in Figure’ 41. Each file is an accumulation file that specifies
its own subdomain with the header and includes the appropriate image portion.

C.3 Enhanced SEP File Format2g

The format chosen for the SEG/EAEG 3D Modeling Committee calculations is an
enhanced Stanford Exploration Project (SEP) binary format. This format was used
when generating the original data for the SEG/EAGE Salt and Overthrust models,
and is how the files are stored at Lawrence Liverrnore National Laboratory’s F.AST
storage system. Each seismic trace is composed of a trace header and seismic data.
There is no file header. Within the file, each seismic trace is preceded by a header
which contains twenty-five (25) 4 byte IEEE. (floating point) binary words. The
25 header words have the following definitions:

Word 1 Seismic record length in milliseconds

Word 2 Number of the shot

Word 3 Sample interval in microseconds

2gThefollowinginformationwasprovidedby JeffLongof LLI?L.
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Comment: Time in the seismic trace starts at t = O. The number of seismic data
points per trace is ((1000 *Word 1)/(Word 3) + 1). The next three words give the
source location.

Word 4 X coordinate of the source (meters) in the model

Word 5 Y coordinate of the source (meters) in the model

Word 6 Z coordinate of the source (meters) in the model

The three words give the receiver location

Word 7 X coordinate of the receiver (meters) in the model

Word 8 Y coordinate of the receiver (meters) in the model

Word 9 Z coordinate of the receiver (meters) in the model

Word 10 Receiver or source type. Pressure receiver = 4; Pressure source = 14.

The next three words give the inter-trace spacing (Word 10 =4) or the inter-source
spacing (Word 10 = 14). Inter-source spacing is not very meaningful since we are
using point sources in the SSD set. However, this spacing indicates how far away
the next shot was in the calculation parameter setup file that contained multiple
individual shots. When Word 10 = 14 (meaning the trace is the seismic source
signal), Word 14, 18 and 19 are set to -1.0 and Word 17 is set to O.

Word 11 X spacing (meters)

Word 12 Y spacing (meters)

Word13 Z spacing (meters)

Word 14 Source-Receiver horizontal offset (meters)

Word 15 Total number of traces for this shot file

Word 16 Number of this trace within this shot file

Word 17 This word describes the type of regular two-dimensional recei~er grid or
one-dimensional receiver line that this seismic data trace is associated
with. A receiver which is part of a regular two-dimensional receiver”
grid has a value between 1-30000. A two-dimensional grid can also
be considered to be a set of one-dimensional lines. Values within the
1-30000 range attempt to define a set of receiver lines within the grid
by assigning a unique number to a line within the grid. A value of
O means that the trace is the seismic source and not a receiver. The
numbers have the following meaning:
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0 seismic source signal

1-10000 receiver part of the line with constant x value

10001-20000 receiver part of the line with constant y value

20001-30000 receiver part of the line with constant z value

lD receiver grid (well) is described by the values:

30001-40000 receiver line in the x direction (horz. well)

40001-50000 receiver line in they direction (horz. well)

50001-60000 receiver line in the z direction (vert. well)

Word 18 X Common Depth Point (CDP) location (meters)

Word 19 Y Common Depth Point (CDP) location (meters)

Word 20 X offset of sub-model (compute gid) used (meters)

Word 21 Y offset of sub-model (compute grid) used (meters)

Word 22 X dimension of sub-model (compute grid) used (meters)

Word 23 Y dimension of sub-model (compute grid) used (meters)

Word 24 = 3 meaning 3D wave propagation used in calculations

Word 25 Number associated with the specific computer at a specific site that
carried out the calculation of the shot. Norman Burkhard at LLNL
and Pierre Duclos at IFP maintain the master list of numbers for this
parameter.

The seismic data follow the header for each trace and have a 4 byte”IEEE (floating
point) binary representation. Time in the seismic trace starts at t=O. The number
of seismic data points per trace is ((1000*Word 1)/(Word 3) + 1). A shot contains
the number of traces given by the value stored in Word 15 of the header. The last
seismic trace in a shot file is the seismic pressure source used in the calculation.

C.4 GIF Generation of Image Plane Slices and Lines30

Cross-sections of the image planes can be written out to file in GIF format to allow
real time visualization of the migration at various depth steps. This capability
can be used when either writing or stacking the image (in process_ io_ requests.c,
write_ ace, c, or stack.c in the directory salvo/src/io_partition). The routines in
action. c and write_ gif.c in conjunction with calls to the gdl.2 GIF-manipulating
library (salvo/src/gdl.2) can generate user specified z or y lines or entire image “
planes at various depth steps. Additional information on using this feature can be
found by viewing the man pages for action. c and write_gij c.

30Files:process_io_request.c,write_@.c, action.c

.—. ... .-— -. .-. . ..———.——..—
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Table 12: Salvo utility listing with summaries.
Utility name Utility Summary

acc2bin converts an accumulation (ace) file to a binary file
acc2segy converts an acc file to a SEGY format file
acc2tec converts an acc file to a Tecplot format file

accumulate stacks a binary file with an acc file
apply_fold applies the acc file fold to the binary image

asc2segy converts an ASCII file to a SEGY format file
bin2acc converts a binary image to an acc file
bin2tec converts a binary image to a Tecplot format file

binExtract extracts shot gathers from a binary file
byteswap byteswaps a binary file

change_ header modifies an entry in the acc file header
compare compares the norms of two acc image files
encode phase encodes SEP files
extract extracts plane/volumes from an acc file

factor235 generates numbers with factors of only 2, 3, and 5
freqc determines frequency content of a single trace

gen_plane_3d generates a survey of shots for 3D plane reflector
gen_vel generates a 2 layer velocity model
impulse generates single source and receiver impulse
makevel generates a constant velocity model

pm_stack parallel stacking program

D User Manual: Miscellaneous

D. 1 Salvo Utilities

Tables 12 and 13 are a listing of the Salvo utilities with brief summaries. Additional
information is available through the Salvo man pages.

D.2 Code Limitations and Assumptions

The following is a list of known limitations and assumptions within Salvo.

●

●

●

Partial approximation limits the wave propagation to one-way travel, thus
multiples and turning waves are not correctly placed.

Square-root or Pade approximation limits the propagation angle through the
number of terms retained for the square-root operator.

Operator splitting the x and g directions introduces anisotropic phase error
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Table 13: Salvo utility listing with summaries continued.
I Utilitv name I Utility Sumrnarv I
I I “ . I

dane 3d generates the model 3D dane Rroblem

I
. — ,
salvo2sep I ‘converts a SALVO fiIe t; an SEP file i

scale scales a binary file
segy2bin converts a SEGY file to a binary file
segy2pfs breaks up a SEGY file into multiple SEGY files

se.m2salvo converts a SEGY file to a SALVO file-. !

segy2sep converts a SEGY file to an SEP file
segyChange change values in SEGY headers

senCombine concatenates two SEGY fiIes
w. I

senDims generates ASCII output file with trace coords.-.

segyExtract extract SEGY traces for source/receiver gather
senHeader mints out header information of SEGY traces

t

w. I .

seP2bin converts an SEP file to binary format- I

sep210c writes out trace locations from an SEP trace file
sep2pfs breaks up an SEP file into multiple SEP files

se~2salvo converts an SEP file to a SALVO format file
sep2segy converts an SEP file to a SEGY format file

se~Chan~e chamzevalues inSEP headers. I

se~Extract I extracts and se~arates shot gathers from an SEP file
I stack acc I stacks multiple acc files I

t12Gc converts timeline files i~to a single Tecplot file
trans~ose trans~oses 2D and 3D binarv files

I
1 “

vel interp interp~lates a binary velocitv model I
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in the azimuthal direction. However this can be improved by the phase
correction filters.

. Memory scalability issues exist when reading the velocity model and writing
the image plane because the entire image plane is stored on each 1/0 node.
Large poststack runs may reveal this problem with memory; generally this
has minimal effect with prestack runs given that they are usually performed
with frequency parallelism on smaller domains and the entire image plane
and velocity model is stored on each compute node anyway.

. Currently the stacking operation is only allowed with frequency parallelism;
user selection of spatial parallelism and stacking will default to simply writing
out the image.

● Partitioning accumulation files along g-axis of the data volume implies that
with two-dimensional problems Salvo can only use one file and one 1/0 node
for writing and stacking the image (Section C.2). The same restriction applies
to reading the velocity model. This decision is based on the fact that two-
dimensional problems are fairly small and have limited 1/0 requirements.

● The stacking operation is designed to favor lower memory usage over higher
parallelism on the assumption that the cumulative stack file will become ex-
tremely large (and main memory is the limiting factor). This should not
interfere with the migration process given that 1/0 is performed in the back-
ground and the migration dominates the total runtime.

● Migration is performed on a rectilinear uniform grid,however,dz doesnot
haveto equal@.

. Two-dimensional runs are performedalongthez directiononly,i.e.,parallel
to the z axis.

. Traces are placed at the nearest gridpoint.If a second trace is placed at the
same grid point, then it will replace the first trace, unless phase encoding is
invoked in which case the traces are summed together.

● The spatial Gaussian source distribution option currently only works with
two-dimensional problems.

● The reduced-source frequency migration is implemented for two-dimensional
problems only.

● Currently the reduced-source frequency migration is incompatible with spa-
tial parallelism.

. The imaging advantages of Salvo may not be realized with poststack data,
since important features can be stacked out of the trace data.

.



D.3 Pseudo Coding for Migration

MIGRATE
INITPART
INITPROB
lNITVARS

UPDATE_N
UPDATE_S
UPDATE_E
UPDATE_W

lNIT_VEL
IMAGE
WRITE_ACC
STACKJMG
DO 10 FOR EACH DEPTH STEP

READ_VEL
SOLVE

THIN_LENS
IF ONLY FREQUENCY PARALLEUSM

PIPE_SINGLE
IF APP:::~LTER THIS DEPTH STEP

ASE_CORRECTION
CFFTIDI
CF171 D

ENDIF
ELSE IF SPATIAL PARALLELISM

flLTl
PH

- f FREQUENCY REDUCTION
:O_REDUCTION_CALC
PLYNO TEMPORAL WRAP AROUND

10

129

Figure 42: Pseudo code for migration portion of Salvo.

.’ Currently the PML is not available with spatial parallelism.

D.3 Pseudo Coding for Migration

In Figure 42, pseudo coding for the migration ~gorithm is sho~. Each indentation
implies a routine call.

.- -—. . ... ... . .. —.. —--- —,- ----- -- —--- -...-.
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1/6 trick, 33, see compact finite dif- during reading of traces, 52
ference during writing of image, 69

memory requirements, 109
accumulation file, 93, 122, 126, 128 number of nodes, 79
Advanced Computational Technology

Initiative, 10
performance, 94
processor cube, 60, 82

alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme, Crank-Nicholson. 112
15, 113, 114, see approximate
factorization (Al?), method of
fractional steps (MOFS)

approximate factorization (AF), 15, 113,
114, see alternating direction
implicit (ADI) scheme, method
of fractional steps (MOFS)

boundary conditions, 15, 28, 95, 114
absorbing

Clayton and Engquist, 16, 115
Xu, 16, 34

absorbing layer, see PML
specification, 76

coefficient separation, 77
column communicator, 62, 64
compact finite difference, 33, 78, 112,

119
complex exponential, 76, 77, see thin-

Iens term
compute node, see 1/0 node

during reading of traces, 52, 57,
59

during reading of velocity, 68
frequency distribution, 53, 58
limitations, 128
memory allocation, 52
optimal number, 59
root, see FFT communicator, root

node
compute partition, 51, 53, 56, 58, 59,

67
definition, 53

–,

DEBUG, 77, 94
diffraction terms, 15, 24
dispersion relation, 14, 16, 29

environment file, 7, 73, 75
evanescent energy, 14, 19, 34, 62

FFT, 52, 75, 77
FFT communicator, 51, 53, 56-58

root node, 56, 57
frequency

decay, 89
distribution, 52, 58, 62, 77
doubling, 23
parallelism, 60, 62, 69

and phase correction, 90
and stacking the image, 69
limitations, 128
performance, 80
phase correction, 19

range, 84

1/0 node, 56, 59,67, 79, 122, see com-
pute node

compute partition, 56, 68
during reading of velocity model,

67
during writing of image, 69
1/0 partition, 56, 69
limitations, 128
optimal number, 60
root, 69

1/0 partition, 51, 53, 122

130
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definition, 53
during migration, 60, 66, 69, 79
during reading of traces, 52, 56
during writing of image, 69
memory requirements, 110
number of nodes, 79, 82
omitted, 56, 68–70, 79
performance, 94

image
aliasing, 96, 121
GIF, 72, 79, 125
phase encoding, 38
stacking, 68, 69, 91, 128
writing, 68

imaging condition, 20, 90, 119
deconvolution, 23
phase encoding, 37
poststack, 21
prestack, 22

impulse response, 95, 120
analytic solution, 20, 119

initial
process, 51, 82

machine dependent, 87
machine parameters, 66
Marmousi model, 8, 38, 96
method of fractional steps (MOFS),

15, 24, 113, 114, see alternat-

perfectly matched layer (PML), 17,91,
92,96, 116, 129, see boundary
condition, absorbing

phase correction filter, 90
Graves and Clayton, 19, 96, 117

boundary conditions, 119
Li, 19,34,35, 62, 63, 78, 95, 96

phase encoding, 35, 53, 85
poststack

migration, 85
propagation angle, 77, 126

reading traces
process, 52, 53, 81

input parameters, 85
memory requirements, 109

reduced-source migration, 38–50, 63,
87, 92, 128, see spatial Gaus-
sian source

row communicator, 62, 64

SALVO, 85, 92
Salvo

command line, 8
compiling, 8, 73
definition, 12
description, 10
installation, 7, 71
man ~ages, 72.-,

ing direction implicit (ADI) scheme, processes, 81
approximate factorization (AF) units of length, 84

migration utilities, 8, 72
process, 88 SEG/EAGE Salt model, 11, 100

input parameters, 93 SEGY, 85,92
memory requirements, 109 byte ordering, 78

MPI, 7, 72 utilities, 126

numerical dispersion, 28, 95
numerical dissipation, 28
Nyquist frequency, 85

SEP, 85, 92
spatial Gaussian source, 40, 44, 57,

78,87,128, see reduced-source
migration

operator splitting, 15, 96, 118, 126 scaling requirements for reduced
Ormsby wavelet, 23 source, 41

OUTPUT, 78 weighted, 47, 49, 57
I

I
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spatial parallelism, 60, 64
and boundary conditions, 76
and 1/0 partition, 69
and phase correction, 19, 90
and writing the image, 69
communicators, 64
limitations, 128
performance, 80

square-root approximation, 13,95,96,
126

expansion coefficients, 14, 16, 20,
90, 111

temporal wrap around, 24, 78
thin-lens term, 14, 24, 31
thins-lens term, see complex exponen-

tial
time shift, 85, 86
tower

base node, 59, 67-70
communicator, 58, 60, 69
processors, 52

trace file format, 85, 92, see SALVO,
SEGY, SEP

tridiagonal blocks, 66, 90, 108

validation problems, 95
velocity model, 10

description, 93, 122
file, 122
generation, 126
interpolation, 67, 79, 127
limitations, 128
memory requirements, 110
planes, 67
reading, 66
used, 79, 93

wave equation
paraxial, 13, 28, 111
reduced, 120
scalar, 13
split, 15, 18, 28

finite-differenced, 29

unsplit, 29
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